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Abstract 
Thts work IS devoted to mvestJgatwn of tunnellmg and swttchmg phenomena ans-
mg m Condensed Matter Phystcs In the first part I mvesttgate quantum tunnellmg of 
a smgle Abnkosov vortex m a superconductmg quantum dot The escape of a vortex 
carrymg magnetic flux leads to a swttchmg of a quantum dot to non-magnetic state 
Tunnehng of a vortex mamfests 1tself as a spontaneous relaxatwn of magnettzatwn I 
showed that 1 t IS posstble to use an mstanton techmque based on path mtegral formal-
Ism even m presence of forces brcakmg ttme-reversal symmetry For mstance, I adapted 
thts method for such systems as a charged parttcle tunnelling m a magnetiC field or 
a quantum vortex subjected to a Magnus force The companson wtth the standard 
WKB method revealed complete comctdence of the results The second part of the 
thests ts dedtcated to mvesttgatwn of superconductmg Josephson contacts, m partiCU-
lar, I devoted the mam attentiOn to the annular reahzatwn I have developed a model 
of swttchmg to reststtve state due to both quantum tunnelmg and thermal activatiOn 
The developed theory appears m a good agreement wtth avmlable expenmental data 
I have proposed a model of a qubtt for quantum computatiOn that ts based on two 
states of a vortex m an annular Josephson Jtmctwn wtth mtcroshort Fmally, I sum-
manzed the swttclung charactensttcs of annular Joscphson Jtmctwns on a smgle phase 
dtagram The symmetry of the obtamed graph perfectly mamfests the fundamental 
analogy between quantum mechamcs of n-dtmenstonal systems and classtcal stattsttcal 
mechamcs m (n+l)-dtmcnswns 
Keywords: Josephson JUnctwns, superconductors, quantum tunnclmg, quantum 
computatiOn, vorttces, fluxons 
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Introduction 
Quantum tunnelmg attracts much mterest because of 1ts importance for such phys-
ICal systems as helmm surface structures, quantum dots, superconductors, that are 
among the most promiSing for reahzatwn of large scale quantum computers Bemg 
one of the most important mamfestatwn of quantum mechamcs, tunnehng process 
occurs m many phenomena m phys1cs, chem1stry and biology 
The first part of the thesis IS ded1cated to the problem of a vortex tunnehng m 
meom,cop!c superconductors In order to descnbe th1s process I apply quantum field 
theory methods, m particular the mstanton techmque mentwned above The escape of 
a vortex trapped m a quantum dot leads to sw1tchmg of a superconductmg dot to non-
magnetic state Th1s results m h1gher expulswn magnetic fields than expected from 
pure thermodynamical cons1deratwns Study of tunnelmg vortex IS important not only 
from fundamental pomt of v1ew, but from the pract1cal pomt as 1t IS responsible for 
low temperature creep m IITSC superconductors [YMS96J 
The subsequent chapters have been wntten durmg a close collaboratiOn w1th ex-
penmcntal group of Prof Ustmov m Erlangen (Germany) I have developed a model 
descnbmg an annular Joscphson JUnctwns that allowed mterpretatJOn of cxpenmental 
data obtamed by the expenmental group and proposed new expenments Jo&ephson 
Jtmc!JOn!epresents a contact of two thm superconductmg films separated by msulator 
\\'hen 'uhJ<'< t<'d to ,lmagnetw fl<'ld 01 an cxtemal cuncnt, th<' JUlldiOn may 'w1tc h to 
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a resistive state where 1t loses superconductmg properties Normally, th1s sw1tchmg IS 
mduced by thermal activatiOn or quantum tunnellmg 
Potential applicatiOns of Josephson JUnctiOns can be hardly overestimated Under-
standmg of their sw1tchmg charactenstlcs also reveals prospects for the use of supercon-
ductors m our everyday lives Because of fast sw1tchmg t1mes and extreme sensitivity, 
JosephsonJunctwns have been always attractive for developmg h1gh frequency electron-
ICS, magnetic sensors and digital applicatiOns AJJ can be also used to Implement par-
ticle and rad1at10n detectors [NC97, CEF+99, LAB+oo, FLP+Ol, NCL +o2, BCL +o6] 
An annular Josephson JUnctiOn (AJJ) represents a very clean system for study &all-
tons- elementary exc1tatwns that propagate m non-lmear systems similar to particles. 
\V1th H'spect to Jo,cphson JUnctJons such so!Jtons an• c,tlkrl Jo,cphson vortices or flux-
ons In an AJ J one may accelerate them up to hght velocJtJes so that they expenence 
relativistic effects like Lmentz contractiOn 
I proposed a new type of elementary cell for superconductmg quantum computer 
based on an AJJ -the llllCIO,hort qub1t The qub1t IS based on a Josephson vortex 
(fluxon) trapped m an AJJ and subjected to a magnetic field A small 1mpunty 
called a m1croshort, mtroduced m the AJJ, mduccs a double well potential where 
two quantum states available for quantum computatiOn anse Independently from 
our research group, smular s1stem has been des1gncd by expenmental group of Prof 
u,tmov 
The mtermed1ate results of th1s work mclude advance& m the theory of sme-Gordon 
"olut10ns I have developed a perturbatiOn method for penod1c solutiOns of sme-Gordon 
equatiOn The most 1llustrat1ve example of such solutiOns IS a bound state of two soli-
tons called a breather [RaJ82] The developed theory enable" one to descnbe locahzccl 
"me-Gordon solutiOns m a more Simple and accurate manner compared w1th the "cm-
mal ?IIcLaughlm-Scott approach [?11878] 
I collaborated w1th a number of scientists and research groups, both theoretical and 
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expenmental These are A Ustmov's group, Erlangen, Germany, R \V6rdenweber, 
ISG, Ju(uch, Germany, E l1'1chev, Jena, Germany, A Barone's group, Napoh, Italy, 
F Non and S Savel'ev RIKEN, Japan, K Kadowakl's group, Tsukuba, Japan, K 
H1rata's and H Wang's group, NIMS, Japan, A. Maeda, JSTA, Japan, T BoJadJiev 
Sofia, Bulgana, V P Koshelets, IREE, Moscow, Russ1a, A L Pankratov, N1zhny 
Novgorod, Russ1a, K N Alekseev, Oulu, Fmland, N Pedersen, Lyngby, Denmark, A. 
Vagov, Lancastf'r, UK, V Zahpaev, L1verpool, UK, P \Varburton, UCL, UK There 1s 
spec1fic expert1se available for the research at the Department of Phys1cs 111 Loughbor-
ough Staff of the Phys1cs Department compnses top experts m superconduct1v1ty and 
matenal sc1ence Nobel Pnze wmner Prof Alexe1 Abnkosov, Prof Sasha Andreev, 
Prof Danya Khomsku, Prof A Alexandrov, Prof F Kusmartsev, Dr B Chesca and 
Dr S Savel'ev 
Present work devoted to 111vestJgatwn of Josephson Jtmctwns was d1stmgmshed by a 
pnze of the Bnta111's Younger Sc1ent1sts Poster Compet1t10n held at House of Commons 
111 November 2005 [SET06] My progress was h1ghhghted m But1oh and mternatwnal 
JOurnals [AtS05, New06] 
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Part I 
TUNNELING OF ABRIKOSOV 
VORTEX 
5 
Chapter 1 
Abrikosov vortex in 
superconducting quantum dot 
1.1 Quantum tunneling of vortices 
The concept of quantum tunnelmg of vortices m superconductors (see Refs m the 
rev1ew [YMS96] about magnetic relaxatiOn m HTSCs) first appeared when measure-
ments of magnet1c relaxatiOn at ultralow temperatures have been made (Refs [5-10] 
m [KS02]) The expenments have shown that the relaxatiOn rate does not d1sappear 
at zero temperature Th1s phenomenon has been attnbuted to the quantum tunnelmg, 
but many detmls about 1t are not well understood until now Ne1ther vortex mass nor 
Hall codficwnt are known exactly \Ve btlgge't that quantum tunndmg of a vortex can 
be also responsible for spontaneous relaxatwn of the1r magnet1zatwn m mesoseop1c 
superconductors The escape of a vortex trapped m a quantum dot leads to swltch-
mg of a superconductmg dot to non-magnetic state Tlus results m h1gher expulswn 
magnetic fields than expected from pure thermodynmmcal cons1deratwns 
Sumlar to vort1ces m gases and fhnds Abnkosov vort1ces are subjected to :\1agnus 
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force From mathematical pomt of view, the system of a movmg vortex IS analogous 
to a particle movmg m a magnetic field The problem of a charged particle tunnehng 
m presence of magnetic field has Itself both theoretical and practical mterest As the 
tunnelmg IS stwngly affected by ma~nctic ficlcl, apphecl m tr<tnsvciS<' c!Ir<'<'t!On, tlus 
could be efficiently used to control qubits m possible quantum computer reahzatwns 
of the future In absence of magnetic field the decay rate IS related to the 1magmary 
part of the free energy as r = ~ImF [Lan67] The escape rate can be found makmg 
semiclassical approximatiOns m the Euchdean path mtegral The term correspondmg 
to the ground state gives the greatest contnbutwn to the propagator transformed to 
1magmary times m the limit of large time mterval It makes possible to determme the 
Imagmary part of the ground state energy [KSTOO] The same consideratiOns must be 
vahd when the magnetic field IS applied However, because of the broken time-reversal 
symmetry, a complex actiOn appears under the path mtegral, when transformed to 
Euchdean space Furthermore the 1magmary time traJectones which extrem1ze the 
actwn become complex and the operator correspondmg to the &econd vanat10n of the 
actiOn IS non-herm1tmn and possesses complex eigenvalues [SDP02, SDPOO] In this 
case one could make analytic contmuatwn of the path mtcgral to a complex coordmatc 
space or change the time contour m the complex plane Nevertheless we show that It IS 
possible to make analytic contmuation m cyclotron frequency to transform the actiOn 
to a real one Tins makes the task much more transparent because of a clm,e analogy 
with classical mechamcs The comc1dencc with the result obtamed by usual \VKB 
(Wentzel-Kramcrs-Bnlloum) techmque [1165, KSTOO] could also serve as a proof of 
vahd1ty of the method 
Normally the polar coordmates me used to study the systems that pm,se&s rota-
tiOnal mvanance Ho,,·ever, It becomes hard to work with path mtcgrals m curved 
coordmatcs, because of additiOnal terms appeanng m the actiOn [EG64, PI69, KleOO) 
Usually one always begms with time-shced path mtegral m cartes1an coordmates be-
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fore transformed to the curved ones, smce change of vanables m path mtegrals rs not 
a drrect procedure Everywhere m thrs paper we work wrth path mtegrab wntten m 
orthogonal coordmates 
Thus, we consrder an Abnkosov vortex trapped m a round superconductmg quan-
tum dot. Let us mvestigate the problem of quantum escape of the vortex through a 
barner assocrated wrth the surface of a superconductor In the next sectiOns we present 
tht> poqqrblt> factors that may affect the quantum dynamrcs of a vortex 
1.2 Surface barriers 
The baruer near thP surface of type-!I superconductors was first studH'd by Bc'cUI 
and Lrvmgstone [BL64] It anses from competrtron of two forces attractiOn two the 
rmage antrvortex near the border and mteractwn wrth the Merssner current Usually, 
the effect of the surface roughness rs to suppress the barner when a vortex enter& a 
superconductor [BL64] In our case we may completely neglect the mflucncc of the 
surface rrregulantres as rt rs much less pronounced for a vortex Icavmg a superconduc-
tor [TS72] 
Another ol"tack affectmg flux dynarmcs m HTSCs m hanw<'rsc' magndrc· fidel I' 
the geomctncal barner [SIK+94a, ZLG+94] :'\ormally geometucal banrcr affects the 
magnctrc behavrour of HTSCs of flat non-ellrptrc form [SIK+94b, BC96, Bl93, CDJ+99] 
As we consrder a superconductmg dot m a form of a drsk, we neglect the contubutron 
of the geomctncal barner 
1.3 Dissipation 
There are two mam forces affectmg Yortex dynamrcs 111 superconductors :\Iagnus 
(Hall) force and drssrpatron Fergel'man et a! [FGLL93] proposed that the Magnus 
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force IS donunant m clean superconductors, wh1le other authors [vDGJ\1+96, vDGL +95, 
vDGK96] argued that the vortex tunnelmg may occur m an mtermed1ate reg1me As 
long as we cons1der the HTSCs, the d1ss1pat1ve term must not be crucwl because of 
&mall coherence lengths (as well as vortex cores) The ev1dence for a low d1&S1pat10n 
reg1me m cuprate superconductors has been presented by [HYT+94] 
1.4 Vortex mass 
The same authors [HYT+94] argued that the l\Iagnus force IS also smaller than 
standard estimates [PS0+95]. Thus, the mass of vortex can be relevant to the low-
temperature phys1cs of clean HTSCs m superclean hm1t [CK03] and should be taken 
mto account m our model. In 1965 two contnbut10ns to the vortex mass were cal-
culated by Suhl [Suh65] due to the kmet1c energy of the vortex core and due to 
electromagnetic energy Recently, Chudnovsky and Kuklov [CK03] have shown that 
transversal d1splacements of the crystal lattice can g1ve a s1gmficant contnbutwn to the 
vortex mass Tlus contnbutwn must be crucwl m metals w1th lugh concentratiOn of 
superconductmg electrons In our case of small coherence lenght ~, the mm,t Important 
contnbutwn to the mass anses from the quantJzatJOn of the electron state& m&ldc the 
vortex core (the same paper [CK03]) It has been shown to exceed the coJC ma;,& by 
the factor ( EF/ !'>.)2 (Refs [7-9] m [CK03]) 
1.5 Physical model 
Let ns &ummanze the ba!>IC pomts of the phys1cal model of Abnkm,ov \01 tex tnn-
nclmg f10m onperconductmg quantum dot 1 \\'e mve&tJgate HTSC quantum dot at 
low temperature 
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2 Pomt Abnkosov vortex IS trapped m the quantum dot by Its &urface barner 
3 We neglect surface wughnes& because IrregulantJes on the edges are less Impor-
tant for leavmg than for entry 
4 No geometncal barner 
5 No dissipatiOn- "superclean" hm1t 
6 No bulk pmmng. 
7 Vortex mass IS relevant 
8 1\Iagnus force 1s relevant 
The typical parameter& of the physical system under mvest1gatwn could be the 
follows disk dmmeter ~ 10- 100 nm, thickness ~ 1 nm, coherence length f.~ 1 nm, 
bulk penetratiOn depth A ~ 100 nm 
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Chapter 2 
lnstanton method 
2.1 Euclidean Lagrangian 
The system of a vortex m HTSC quantum dot can be modelled as a charged part1cle 
trapped m 2D potent1al well and subJected to a magnetic field playmg a role of a 
Magnus force For s1mphc1ty we assume li = 1 and m = 1 and cons1der the hm1t of 
large tlme T (1 e small decay rates), that IS usual for the mstanton techmque We 
take the potent1al m the form of rotat10nally symmetnc mverted double well The case 
of a part1cle trapped ms1de one-d1mens1onal mverted double well1s 5tud1ed m deta1ls 
by [Sch81] See also [KSTOOJ and [Col77, CC77, Col85] for ID tunnelmg problems w1th 
potcntml of another shape:o 
The Lagrangmn of our 2D model m the Pomcare gauge (wluch comCJdcs w1th the 
Coulomb gauge m tlus case) A= (-":, x!j 0) 
X2 + y2 We 
L = - -(xy- yx)- U(r) 2 2 (2 1) 
Here w denotes the frequency at the bottom of the parabohc potentml well, wh1le 
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We = ~ = e: IS the cyclotron frequency 
The surv1val amphtude at the bottom of the well expressed m terms of the Feynman 
path mtegral· 
(2 2) 
1mplymg the coordmates of the center by 0 Transformmg to 1magmary t1mes t ___, -n, 
w1th Lagrang1an 
x2 + y2 w 
L = 
2 
+z 
2
e(xy- yx) + U(r) 
where x = dxjdr and y = dyjdr (for s1mphc1ty we keep the same notat1on x and y) 
As 1t has been ment10ned early, the actiOn acqmres a complex part after transformmg 
to 1magmary t1me, m contrast w1th the case of zero magnetic field 
2.2 Analytic continuation in We 
\Ve have found useful to make analyt1c contmuat10n m charge (or cyclotron fre-
quency we) In order to vahdate tl11s procedure, ''e c1te the next theorem from 
Rcf [Fed 77] 
Theorem Cons1der the n<:>xt mult1ple mtegral 
F(>.,rr) = 1f(z,rr)exp(>.S(z rr))dz 
whc1e o = (o1, , ok) 1~ a set of paramete1s, 1 1s a contour m C", w1th concht10ns 
that the functions f(z, o) and S(z, a) are analytic, S(z, n) has non-degenerate saddle 
pomts at z1 , , Z:, and contour 1 goes through tll(' ~addle pomts when o = a 0 , TIH'n 
the asymptot1cs of the mtcgral when A ___, oo IS g1vcn by tlw contnbut10n of the saddle 
pomts z1 (n), , Z:,(n), such that z1 (a) = ij, , Z:,(n) = z,, If n IS close enough to n0 
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F1gure 2 1 Inverted potentzal -U(r) that appear when transformatzon to imagznary 
times f --> -1r iS made mside the Lagrangzan The classical traJector?es correspondzng 
to a particle subJected to an znverted potentzal are called mstantons 
It IS strmghtforward to make generahzatwn of the theorem cited above to the case 
of path mtegrals, 1mplymg "path mtegral" mstead of "n-d1menswnal mtegral" and 
"traJectory" mstcad of" n-dm1ens1onal statwnary pomt" \Ve have only one parameter 
We mstead of the set of parameters n = ( n 1 , a!_) and the condition a = no corre-
sponds to We = 0 But we have a real solutwn of the equatwn of motwn at We = 0 It 
follows from the theorem that the asymptotlcs of the path mtegral1s g1ven by the same 
analytic formula msJde some circle around We = 0 on the complex plane Thus 1f we 
calculate that one fm wh1ch the statwnary traJectones are real ones, the asymptot1cs 
ms1de all the cu cle can be found by contmuatwn m We 
In 01 dcr to have m or c gwunJ, let m, look at the convergence of the path mtegral 
13 
\Vntten m the shced form the path mtegral IS 
j dxi dxN-I j dyi dYN-I exp { -E ~ [ ~ ( X;+IE- I;) 2 + ~ ( Y;+IE- Y;) 2 + 
+ ~~e [ ( X;+IE- x1) ( Y;+I
2
+ Y;) _ ( Y;+IE- Y1) ( X1+1
2
+ X;)] + U(r;, Y;)]} = 
d J d d { NL-I [ (xJ+I - 2x;+IX; + xJ) + (yJ+I- 2Y;+IY; + yi) + LN-I YI YN-I exp - 2E 2E ]=0 
+ ~~e [(x;+I- x1) (Y;+I + y1)- (Y;+I- y1) (x;+I + X1)] + EU(x1, Y1)]} 
Consider the terms with the mdex k mside the sum 
_!_ (2.r%- 2.Lk.Lk-I- 2J k+I.Lk) + _!_ (2y~- 2YkYk-I- 2Yk+IYk) + 2E 2E 
~We [ + 4 Tk+I1Jk- Xk1Jk+I- Tk1Jk -1Jk+I Tk + 1JkTk+l + 1JkTk+ 
+rkiJk + Tk1Jk-I - Tk-I1fk -1}kTk - YkTk-I + 1fk-I rk] + fU( Tk> 1Jk) = 
= ~ ( .L~- .Lk(.Lk-1 + .Lk+I)- E ~~e .Lk(Yk+I - Yk-I)) + 
+ ~ ( 1JI- 1Jk(1Jk-I + Yk+I) + E ~~e1Jk(xk+l- Xk-I)) + EU(xk> 1Jk) 
It can be seen that the term with We must not affect convergence of the Gauss mtegials 
because of small factor E m front 
Thus at leru,t for :omall We we can reduce the statiOnary pomt (steepest-descent) 
method to that of La place, winch IS more Simple As a rpsult, all the equatiOns become 
real and the mstanton trajectones correspond to those of a clru,sical particle movmg m 
the mn•rted potentml under transverse magnetic field 
2.3 Classical trajectories 
\VIth these consideiatwns m nund, after transfornung to Imagmary times t--> -zr 
as \\ell as we_, tWe (m fact the sign m the last procedure must not be the matter) we 
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get the followmg Lagrangmn 
(2 3) 
F1gure 2 2 The mstanton traJectory shdes down from the hzll at the center wzth almost 
zero velocdy, bounces from the wall drawmg a hznt and returns back to the orzgm zn 
znfinzte tzme There could be multzple znstanton tra;ectory comzstzng of many turns, 
dzfferzng both zn tzme and angular posztzon 
The traJectones extrcm1smg the actwn correspondmg to tlus Lagrangmn are that 
ones, winch conl'spond to a clabsJcal part1cle movmg m the mvcrtC'd potrntml -U(r) 
and transverse magnetic field apphed m the same d!rcctwn as bcforP Now we rtre gomg 
to make a httll' step back from the prom1se to work m cartcsmn comchnatcs and find 
the class1cal traJcctones from the equatwns of motwn wnttcn m polar coordmates 
Thu& 
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equatiOns of motiOn 
r
2 (4>+ ~c)= const 
r - r<f>2 - w2r + 4ar3 - wcr<P = 0 
We cons1der the hm1t T ---> oo as usual for descnptwn of ground state decay m the 
mstanton approach The class1cal traJectones that g1ve the greatest contnbutwn to 
the path mtegral are that ones, that spend almost all thmr time at the ongm, as the 
actiOn IS zero there Th1s g1ves E = 0 Let us cons1der the first equatwn of motwn 
and the energy conservatiOn law 
r 2 (<f> +~c) = const 
r2 + r2-~.2 
0 = E = 'Y - U(r) 
2 
Because the traJectory comes from the center of the system, r ---> 0 gJVes ron '' = 0 
(Suppose the oppos1te. Then at least 4> ~ 1/r2 when r---> 0 Obvwusly th1s contrad1cts 
to the energy conoervatwn law as the potent1al tends to zero under th1s hm1t ) Hence 
<P = -wc/2 and the equatwns of motwn transform to 
With fl2 = w2 - w~ /4 The wlutwn of th1s equatwn I& 
It corrC'sponds to the motanton w1th the center at T = 0 ThcrC' are many othe1 cla.'>&lcal 
traJectorws w1th d1ffercnt pos1t1ons of the centers Ohvwusly, all of them have the '>illne 
act1on 
f23 
Se~ = 3n (2 4) 
\Ve w1ll take them mto account when takmg mtegral over t1me zero-mode below Abo, 
there are traJectones w1th the oamc poo1t10n m tune, but chffenng from each other by 
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rotatwn around the ongm Smularly, these ones WJll be counted by the mtegral over 
4>-mode below 
The mstanton traJectory transformed to cartesmn coordmates reads 
{ 
( ) - () (WeT "-)-flco,(-"f'Ho) Xc[ T - Tci T COS -2 + (/-'Q - v"2'llcosh0r 
( ) _ ( ) ( wcr A.)_ Osm(-T+rpo) Ycl T - Tcl T sm -2 + '1'0 - v'2C>coshilr 
(2 5) 
·where 1/fl plays a role of the "hfetnne" of thP mstanton, wc/2 IS the frequency of 
rotatwn around the center For mstance, when wc/2 ~ n the mstanton makes approx-
Imately one turn dunng h1s "hfe", wh1le for b1gger wc/2 the traJectones become spnals 
opmmng around the center 
2.4 Jacobi fields 
Let us calculate the contnbutwn of quantum fluctuatwns near the class1cal traJec-
tones Obvwusly, there IS a set of them assocmted w1th d1fferent </Jo We can fix the one 
corrc;pondmg to </Jo = 0 The other class1cal traJrctones, as well as the fluctuatwns 
around them, w1ll be taken mto account later mtegratmg over the rotatwn :,ymmetry 
group 
In the ;em1class1cal app1 ox1matwn the actwn 1s decomposed about the claso1cal 
traJectory (for sake of s1mphc1ty we om1t the normahzatwn constants m front of path 
mt('gwb) 
i(r)=r7L(r)+6i(r) and 62S=JT(6r,A6i)dr 
-T 
The operator A ms1de the :,econd vanatwn of the Euchdean actwn IS 
A = ( -d; + u:: WcdT + u::v) 
a + U" -82 + U" -W'c T :ry T 1j 
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(2 6) 
With 
U" = X 
2f12 + 4!12 sm2 w,T 
U" = 2 + !12 + w2 /4 
Y cosh2 llT e 
, 4n2 weT weT 2n2 ( ) 
Uxy = 2 bill- COS- = 2 Sill WeT cosh llT 2 2 cosh llT 
bemg the second denvatJves of the potent~al evaluated along the class1cal trajectory 
It has been convement here to express the frequency w vm ll and we 
An arb1trary quantum devmtwn can be decomposed through normalized elgenfunc-
twns x, of the operator A 
JI(T) = L c,;, (2 7) 
Subst1tut10n to the path mtegral leads to the Gausswn mtegratwns over the coeffi-
Cients C, 
where det' A denotes product of the e1genvalues of A om1ttmg the zero CJgenvalues A,p, 
,\T and the negative one ,\_ They reqmre &pecwl treatment and we w1ll pay attentiOn 
to them m the next sections 
It IS convement to express the resultmg surv1val amplitude G(O, T, 0,-T) m terms 
of that one for pure parabolic well, that comc1dc; w1th the contnbutwn of the tnvml 
class1cal trajectory r71 = 0 up to the second order 
(2 8) 
m th1s formula Z1 defines '>lll!;lP mstanton contnbntwn, while Z0 1s reserved for the 
tnv1al trajectory 
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In the multrdrmensronal case [Pap75, 1877] the ratiO of the determmant det' A and 
det A0 can be expressed through that one of the determmants J and J0 of J acobr fields 
(2 9) 
The J acobr fields satrsfy. 
(2 10) 
wrth boundary condrtwns 
aJ,k- 2.s -8 of -m tk- tk 
The determmant J0 as well as the ergenvalues m the formula (2 9) wrll be calculated 
later Now we begm wrth evaluatwn of J 
Th<' syot<'III of !mu <hffcrentral t'quatrons of the S<'c<mrl orrlt'r (2 10) wutt<•n fm the 
Lagrangran (2 3) decouples mto two subsystems, each one of the form 
{
-(+wc7J+ u:.; +U:y7J = 0 
-1)- We~+ u:1) + u:y~ = 0 
or m terms of the operator A mtroduced above 
The boundary condrtrons arc 
1;(-T)=O, ~(-T)=1, q(-T)=O, 11(-T)=O 
~(-T) = 0, ~(-T) = 0, ry(-T) = 0, ry(-T) = 1 
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(2 11) 
(2 12) 
(2 13) 
for the second one (I; = Jyx, TJ = Jyy) 
Let us find 4 mdependent solutiOns of the syotem Two r,olutiOns of tlns problem 
are the zero e1genrnodes, correspondlllg to the T- and <,D-symmetnes They can be 
<'cts!ly found by <hffcrcntmtmg the dass1cal hawctory (2 5) with 1cspcct toT and r/Jo 
One can check by straightforward substitutiOn that the followmg solutwns are mdeed 
zero-modes of the system 
<,D-mode 
T-mode 
~l(T) = (~:) 1 cosh !1T ( sill "'f) cos~ 2 
'f2 (7 ) = (6) = Sill\ !1T (- cos T) 
'f/2 cosh !1T Sill wr 
where we have chosen the time zero mode w1thout the <,D-shiftlllg term, </Jo = 0 
There are two more solutwns left It could SE'cm sophisticated to find them, however 
WC' w1ll use the followmg tnck Suppose we deal w1th a 1-d1mens10nal case If one 
solutiOn of the second order homogeneous differential equatwn (wntten m the Lwuv1lle 
form) 1s 
1 f = -----:--:::-
cosh r1T 
then the second one can be found as (for example [But68] or [Kle00]-2 7 4) 
and If 
the second one IS 
f J' dt' omh !1T T 
g = f(t')2 = 2!1 + 2 cosh !1T 
f _ smh !1T 
- cosh2 !IT 
g = f J' _!!____ = 1 = smh2 !1T + ~T slllh !1T _ 1 
f(t') 2 cosh llT 2fl cosh llT 2 cosh2 llT !1 cosh !1T 
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The 1dea to take the anzats m the s1m1lar form multiplied by smes or cosmes turns out 
to be successful. Indeed, makmg a strmghtforward subst1tut10n of functwns 
'P4(r) = ( ~:) = [ 2~~~~:~~~T + ~<~::2 r:;T - Sl co~h Slr] ( -s~::;:r) 
mto the system (2 ll), we conclude that they are mdeed the solutwns we were lookmg 
for 
Let us analyze the properties of th1s 4 mdependent solutwns It IS easy to note 
that 
ry1(r), "72(r), 6(r), ~4 (r) are EVEN functwns 
6(r), 6(r), "73(r), ry4 (r) are ODD functiOns 
These Important propert1es w11l be used m future for further calculatwns 
(2 14) 
At last we are able to find the solutwn of the system, sat1sfymg the des1red boundary 
cond1t10ns (2 12) and (2 13) Expandmg 
4 
y)(r) = I:>,r,J;(r) 
~=1 
(Jn) for the vector I{( r) = , and 
.]!JT 
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Now let us look at their behavwr m the limit T--> oo For simplicity we can choose 
T m such a way that sm w,;/ = 0 and cos w,{ = 1 ObviOusly, the final result must 
not depend on our specific chmce ofT, hence choosmg T m this way we get sigmficant 
simplificatiOn. 
and 
6(T) = 0, 6(T) ~ -2e-nr, 6(T) = 0, 1 flT ~4(T) ~- 4ne , 
1J2(T) = 0, 1) (T) ~ _1 eflT 3 4rl , 1J4(T) = 0 
T/4(-T) = 0 
(2 15) 
(2 16) 
Bcanng tIn-; m mmd we rewntP our codfic wnt-; m the followmg a'yrnptotic form 
CJ = 0, 
1 
C ~ -enr c 0 2 - 40 , 3 = ' 
1 flT f!T d1 ~ 
4
ne , d2 = 0, d3 ~ 2e- , d4 = 0 
Fmally, the determmant J can be found 
(
Jxy J = det 
lyx 
2.5 Elimination of zero eigenvalues 
Now \\C need to get nd of the zero eigenvaluc& m the determmant J Tlus could 
be done by &everal ways One could mtrodnce Clgcnvalue >. a& a :,mall parameter, 
perturbatmg the system of cl!ffcrcntwl equatiOns and take the hmit /\ --> 0 of the 
determmator divided by >.2 at the end (as we have two zero eigenvalucs) Note, that 
th1s lim1t must be taken after the lim1t T--> oo, as the zero eigenvalues arc not exactly 
zero but tend to 1t as an exponential of T However tlus reqmrcs the preciSion at 
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least o(.>-2) Thus 1t seems more convement to ehmmate .X~ and AT separately usmg 
the boundary perturbatiOn method, JUSt lookmg at the behavwr of th1s eJgenvalues at 
large T As has been mentwned above we must expect exponential dependence of T 
Cons1der the Green functiOn 
AG(r,r') = -i8(r- r') (2 17) 
The reason to mtroduce the mmus s1gn mto the defimtwn w!ll be clear below we w11l 
recc1vc JUSt the s<Hn<' bouiHl,uy cowhtwns for tlw sy,t<>m of dtff<'l<'lltl,ll <'quattons that 
was solved earher The boundary cond1t10ns for the Green functiOn are 
G(-T,r')=O, ~~(-T,r')=O Vr' (2 18) 
Then the general solutwn of A.,J: = .>-0 ,]: 1s 
V~= v-:a- >-ofT G(r,r')V~(r')dr' 
-T 
where 1j7o IS a solutwn of the homogeneous equatwn AV~o = 0 The e1genvalues A<f> and 
.>-, can be calculated reqmnng ,J;'(-T) and J;(T) to be stnctly Z<'ro (note, that the zero 
modes that we have found early do not sat1sfy th1s boundary cond1t1ons exactly for 
fimte values ofT, but only m the lmut T---> oo) Th1s leach to the followmg cond1t10ns 
v7o( -T) = 0 and ,\o(T)- Ao 1: G(T, 7 1)1!-;;,(T')rh' = 0 
where we have made the Born approx1mat10n subst1tutmg t1 by t,\o ms1de the mtegral 
as -\0 1s &mall 
F1rst let us find -\0 = A,p Then the solutwn of homogmcom, oy&tem Citn be expressed 
v1a rfr zero mode and oth<'r solutwns a& 
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and the boundary conditiOns become 
{
tPI( -T) + o:cp2( -T) + (#3( -T) + 'Y'P4( -T) = 0 
'PI (T) + o:cp2(T) + (J<p"3(T) + 'Y'P4(T) = >.4> J::r G(T, r')'PI ( r')dr' 
(2 19) 
In the last formula the correctiOns were neglected ms1de the mtegral, as they g1ve less 
contnbutwn than 'PI (more stnctly one can find the values of the coefficients from 
the equatiOns below, substitute them mto th1s mtegral and prove that 1t IS mdeed the 
case) 
Takmg the same T, chosen so that sm w;t = 0 and cos w;t = 1, we get 
Note, that we have the products of two functiOns of r' ms1de the mtegral, that are 
e1ther even or odd (2 14) Thus only that terms contnbute, that cons1st of functwns, 
both even or odd at the same t1me Usmg the exphc1t form the Green function from 
the next sectwn (2 21) we get the followmg expressiOn for the mtegral 
1T G(T, r')<p!(r')dr' = enT 1T (-6(r')6(r') -ry2(r')ryl(r')) dr' 
-T 40 -T 6(r'j2 + 1'/l(r')2 
The two equatwns from wh1ch the des1red e1genvalue can be dctermmed are 
{
2e-nr-!) 4~enr = 0 
2c-nT + /) 4~C!I.T =\be~~ J::T (6(r')2 + 1'/l(r')2) dr' 
In the hm1t of large T th1s leads to (see Append1x) 
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Usmg the same procedure we find the second zero-eJgem·alue .\r Decompo;,mg the 
;,elutiOn of the homogeneous system as 
we wnte the boundary condition 
f rp2( -T) + arpj( -T) + f3rp3( -T) + i'P4( -T) = 0 
l rp2(T) + a<p) (T) + f3rp3(T) + I'P4 (T) = Ar fr G(T, r')rp2(r')dr' (2 20) 
Eventually, we get 
Note, that .\r has the same form as for the 1-dJmensional case [Sch81] (there E-t ~2 and 
the operator, for which the e1genvalue IS calculated IS defined two times smaller than 
our A), but the frequency flis dependent on magnetiC field now fl = ,jw2 - w'i/4 
2.6 Calculation of the Green function 
The Green function, satJsfymg (2 17) and (2 18) has the next matnx form· 
G( r, r') = (9n 912) 
921 922 
where 9,1 = 9,1 ( T, r') 
The rquatJOn (2 17) ;,phts mto two mdependent subsystems 
and 
' (912) ( 0 ) 
A 922 -o(r-r') 
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w1th zero 1mtml cond1t10ns followmg from (2 18) for both of them 
Cons1der the first one It corresponds to the homogeneous system cons1dered above 
m the regwns T < T1 and T > T1 In that terms g11 (T, T1) = .;(T) and g21 (T, T') = ry(T) 
Both "left" and "nght" solutwns must be connected m such a way, that the delta 
functwn comes out If we mtegrate the system over a small mterval w1th the JOmt 
ms1de 
{
-cjr'+< + W njr'+< + jr'+'(U"C + U" n) = -1 I., r 1-t. c•J r 1-t. r'-t. xl., xy'l 
lr'+< <Jr'+< jr'+'(U" U" <) 0 -'f) r 1-c- We<., r'-c + r'-t. y 1J + xyl.., = 
as .; and 71 are contmuous on the JOmt, the last terms at the left hand s1des of the 
equatwns tend to zero Obvwusly, the solutwn m the "left" regwn ( T < T 1) 1s the 
tnv1al one .;(T)lr<r' = 0, ry(T)lr<r' = 0 Thus we get the 1mtml cond1t10ns for the 
"nght" one 
{
.;(T)lr=r'+< = 1 
'Tl(T)lr=r'+< = 0 
Together w1th two other cond1t10ns commg from the contmmty on the border of two 
rC'gions, we have 
.;(T') = 0, .;(T1) = 1, 'T/(T1) = 0, 'T/(T1) = 0 
\V1th the replacement T 1 -> - T th1s boundary cond1t10ns exactly comc1de w1th (2 12) 
(and (2 13) for the second subsystem) Thus the coeffic1ents (that actuallv are functwns 
of T 1) 
Hence the G1 een functwn becomes 
G(T T1) = (::: :::) = O(T- T1) (tr,(T 1),3;(T), trl,(T')~,(T)) 
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Usmg the asymptotic forms (2 15) for T = T we have 
- 4ber!T 1]2(r') + 2e-r!T 174(r')) 
4b er!T 1'/I ( T
1) - 2P-r!T 1'/J ( T 1) 
(2 21) 
2. 7 Integrals over the peculiar eigenmodes 
Havmg found the determmator J and the zero eigenvalues, the mtegrals over zero 
modes left to be evaluated explicitly, as they reqmre specral treatment Recall that 
the 9- and T- modes were found differentiatmg the classical traJectory T;,1(r) We can 
express r cl through these modes 
so that 
This Teylor senes needs to be compared with our expansion (2 7) over the normalized 
eigenfunctwn of the operator A 
where the zero eigenmodes "ere extracted from the sum exphcitly In mder to complete 
the mtrgrat10n over the zero modes, the mtegrals over the coefficients C,;, Cr must be 
tramJormed to the mtcgrals over angular and time positions The expressiOns above 
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make clear the procedure Of Changmg Vanables from C~, CT tO tj;, T 
{ 
dCp _ f) Wed + fl d"-JI<PIII - - v'2c> 2 T v'2c> '+' 
dC n' ~ = y'2(>dT 
The Jacobtan of thts transformatiOn ts 
(
80
• 
80
•) ( n 11-11 J ~T = det eq, aT = det v'2c> 'PI 
fiCr 8Cr 0 
dq, UT 
where we have have substituted II<P'1 II and II<P'2II, found to be (see Appendtx) 
Let us pay attentiOn to the negative etgenvaluc Physical mtmtwn tells that there 
must be only one negative mgenmode, correspondmg to the dtrectwn m the func-
tiOnal space ru.soctated wtth escape of the parttcle One can use also oscillatiOn 
theorem~ to d0t0rmmP how many etgenvalues lPss than .\T and .\q, lPft For onP-
dtmenswnal Shroedmger equatiOn thts ts nothmg but number of nodes of the mgenfunc-
twn that telb tt& positiOn number m the ordered senes of correspondmg etgenvalues 
\Ve have managed wtth the negattve etgenvalue Just as tt was done 
m one-dtmcnstonal case (sec [Col77, CC77, Col85] for detatls) There an analytical 
contmuatwn of the GaussJan mtegral over negative etgenmode has been used A spe-
cial feature I'> the factor ~, ansmg from a half of the Gausstan peak The mtegratwn 
over the other half axts turns out to be fake Thus the contnbntwn of the negative 
etgenrnode mt0g1 ,,1 1s 
--e ' - = ±---== J dC _ _ lc'L z V2ir 2J=T 
The stgn here dPpmds on how the analytical contmuat1on 1s done In future we wtll 
omtt thts stgn a» tt ts not Important The prectse value of .\_ ts not 1rnportant abo as 
tt cancel wtth .\_ m the formula for the ratiO of the determmants (2 9) 
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Eventually, 
(2 22) 
\Ve will retam this mtegrals unsolved for some time Note, that the mtegratton over the 
angular vanable cj; appears naturally from the mtegratwn over C</> along the directiOn 
m the functiOnal space correspondmg to the <,D-symmetry zero mode This IS nothmg to 
do with path mtcgral wntten m polar coordmates, for which an additiOnal care must 
be taken 
2.8 Contribution of the trivial trajectory 
The determmant 10 of the J acob1 fields along the tnv1al traJectory 1"':,1 = 0 IS estimated 
by analogy with J The calculatiOn IS rather Simple now 
So that the system A0<j?( T) = 0 reads 
{ -~ +wc1) + (02 +w~/4)~ = 0 
-1)- We~+ (02 + w~/4)1) = 0 
with the same boundary conditiOns (2 12) and (2 13) The system can be solved by 
standard methods \Ve only wnte the final answer fot the drtermmants of the Jacobt 
fielrb m caoc of the pme parabohc potentml 
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2.9 Instanton gas 
Fmally, substJtutmg the determmants and eigenvalues found above to (2 8) and 
(2 9), we obtam the contnbutwn of one mstanton traJectory (more stnctly of a group 
of eqUivalent mstantons with different time and angular positiOns, as we have mtegrated 
over the zero modes already) 
ZI = e-Sd [ J ] -I/2 z 1 n2 12" dcf; lT dT = e-Sc~ K 12" dcf; lT dr 
Zo Jo>.q,J..T).._ 2v=:c- 2rr v'3a o -T o -T 
With 
t2f14 K=-
a2rr 
We must also take mto account the contnbutwn of the multi-mstanton traJectones 
Also, we must mtegrate over their positiOns both m t1me and angular space Thus 
Z 12" lT 12,- lTJ 12,- 1Tn-! (2 2T)n 
Z
n = e-nSc~ Kn dc/J1 dr1 dcf;2 dr2 . dc/Jn dTn = e-nSc~ Kn 7r 
1 0 0 -T 0 -T 0 -T n 
represents the contnbutwn of a traJectory with n mstantons di~:>tnbuted m the time 
mterval (-T, T) and arbitrary duected w1th respect to the angular coordmate Fmally, 
we must sum all the contnbutwns to get the ~:>urvival amphtude 
Thus the probab1hty decay rate IS 
Tins simple f'xpre&sion IS JUSt that one, that we were Jookmg for To complete the 
calculation we muot transfouu back to the rf'al cyclotron fiCquenCif'o We --> -zwc, oo 
that the frequency n becomes a square root of the sum now n = J :.;;2 + w'f) 4 
\Ve can rewnte the formula (2 23) m the followmg way uomg the cxpieo'o!Oll for the 
classical actiOn (2 4) 
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The factor vscl has appeared twice here, JUSt as much as the number of zero modes 
Tlus IS a common f>Jtuatwn m the mstanton techmque ( e g Coleman, "Aspects of 
Symmetry" [Col85] p 337 gets 4 factors VSc1 m case of four zero modes) 
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Chapter 3 
WKB method 
3.1 Hamiltonian 
Now W<' wrll get the same I<'sult usmg drffcrent method EV<'n the way, 111 what we d<'c1l 
wrth the magnetic field rs drfferent here The Hamrltoman conespondmg to our mrtral 
system (2 1) rs 
( _fA )2 ( _fA )2 if = Px c x + Py c Y + U(r) 
2 2 , 
Usmg the same gauge A= (- ''~, x!j, 0), rt can be rcwuttcn as follows 
2 + 2 2 ~ Px p1J We 2 2 We A We ~ H= +-(x +y )--L+U(r)=H0 --L 2 8 2 2 
where LIS angular momentum operator L = :rp,1 - y]l, nnd we have dpfined 
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3.2 The use of symmetries 
The Important pomt here IS that Ho mtroduced above commutes w1th the angular 
momentum [H0 , L] = 0 Th1s IS because of the rotatiOnal mvanance of the system, 
as the potential (mcludmg the magnetic field term) m the Hanultoman H0 IS a pme 
functiOn of radJa! d1stance r = J x 2 + y2 
Cons1der the matnx R( -cp), rotatmg the vectors m the counterclockw1se d1rect10n 
( 
COS cp Sill cp) R(-cp) = 
-Sill cp COS cp 
Then the angular momentum operator L generates rotatwns of the wave functiOn. 
Th1s can be seen as follows ( e g [ThaOOJ p 219) One can find generator of the rotatiOn 
umtary group by dlfferent1atmg w1th respect to cp 
Thus L1s mdeed the generator of the umtary group of rotatwns 
\V1th all tlus m mmd, the amphtude (2 2) becomes 
a& the rotatwn of the state ID > I& equal to 1tsclf Thus the problem ha<o reduced 
to lmdmg th<' d<'<,ty t,tt<' of th<' ]Mttt<k m tlH' pot!'ntt,t! of th<' '"lllH' 'hap<' wtth th<' 
tcnmmahzed ftcqucncy w---> J.u 2 + wU4 = n m abseme of the magncttc field 
2 2 
- Px + P,, ( ) I H = 2 + Uef f r Wit 1 
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3.3 WKB expansion 
Shroedmger equatiOn m polar coordmates reads 
w1th L = -z!iJ</> and <f; = e'11>j(r) 
[ 
fi2 ( a2 1 a z2 ) J 
-- - + ---- + Uef!(r) f(r) = Ef(r) 2 fJr 2 r fJr r 2 
As we are mterested m the tunnelmg from the lowest state we take l = 0 Cons1der 'if; 
m the form j(1) = ef.S(r) w1th S(r) = S0 - t!iS1 + accordmg to the standard WKB 
expansiOn 
f(r) = ef.S(r) 
j'(r) = ( !_Sb + s; + )ef.S(r) 
li 
f"( ) = (-_!_S'2 + 22 S' S' + !_S" + r li2 o li o 1 li o )ef.S(r) 
Substttutmg to the Shroedmger equatwn above and equa!tzmg terms near the same 
power of li we get 
~Sb2 + Uett(r) = E 
2S' S' + S" + ~S' - 0 01 o ru-
From now we can assume li = 1 The first equatwn gtves 
So= l J J2(Ueff(r)- E)= J p(r), p(r) = J2(UeJJ(r)- E) 
Dtvtdmg the second one by Sb 
I ')' 1 2S1 + (In S0 + - = 0 
r 
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that IS also easily mtegrable Eventually, we get the underbarner WKB wave functiOn 
m polar coordmates 
!}J(r) = C ~ exp (-iT p(r)dr) 
rp(r) T1 
where ri IS the first classical turmng pomt correspondmg to the energy E The constant 
C can be found companng the result with the normalized ground state wave functiOn 
for the two-dimensional parabolic well 
For the underbarner WKB wave functiOn near the bottom (but far enough from the 
turmng pomt, so that WKB works already) the mtegral under the exponent IS approx-
Imated by 
p(r)dr ::e v'rl2r 2 - 2Edr =-----In--iT iT nrz E E 2r2f12 T1 T, 2 zn zn E 
for E as a small parameter Takmg E = n as the lowest energy level for two-
dimensiOnal parabolic well and equahzmg the both wavefunctwns, we get 
C 1 -[ 0 r
2 
_l_lJn2c'n] ~ _nr2 
--e 2 2 2 = -e 2 
yiiT;2 7f 
where p(r) was also decomposed up to the lowest mder p(1) ::en, All this leads to 
The outgomg wave functiOn (r > r 2 , w1Lh 1 2 a" a "econd turmng pomt outside the 
well) 
VJ(r) = C ~ exp (-iT' p(1 )dr + 1 jr p(r)dr) 
rp(T) r1 '2 
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Th1s 1s JUSt the wave funct1on, we are specmlly mterested m Usmg 1t, we can est1mate 
dens1ty of the probab1hty current 
z () () z C2 ( 1r' ) J = -(if!--,--'1/;'- 4;*-tj;) = --(-) exp -2 p(r)dr (-tp(r)- tp(r)) 2 UT 0T 2 rp T Tj 
C2 ( 1r' ) [! ( 1r2 ) =- exp -2 p(r)dr = -- exp -2 p(r)dr 
r rt 21rre r 1 
vVe must mtegrate the current dens1ty over the circumference to get the total proba-
b1hty current commg outs1de the well 
In 
2,- !1 
D = 2rrrJdif> = -e-W(E) 
0 c 
As the wave functwn m51de the well IS normahzed, th1s expressiOn corresponds to the 
tran51t10n probab1hty through the barner, 1 e decay rate We have denoted W(E) = 
2 J~' p(r)dr 
3.4 Correspondence with the previous results 
To lmk th1s result Wlth tlw onr, obtamed by the mstanton techmque, we must repre>ent 
the decay rate m term> of IV(O) Tins can be done as follows \Ve separate the mtegral 
mto three parts 
IV(E)/2 = 1'; p(r)dr + l,r\ p(r )dr + 1:' p(r)dr 
TJ ~ ~ 
\VhrJC the pomts r; and 1; arc chosen between the turmng pomts r1 and r 2 so, that 
thP hn,t mt<'graJ 1s cakulat<'d keepmg the quadrat1c term only of the potent1al, the 
bccond one 1s calculated makmg expanswn m E/U(1) and the last mtegral1s calculated 
appwxmmtmg the potPntwl by a hncar functwn near the turnmg pmnt r 2 
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(!1 + y'!12 - 2ar~2 )r; 
(!1 + y'!12- 2ar?)r~ 
Near the second turmng pomt 1 2 we approxnnate potential by a !m ear functwn w1th 
zero at the the pomt ro = !1//2(;., such that Ue!f(r0 ) = 0 
!13 
Ue!f(r) "'='- M::"(r- ro) 
v 2n 
so that the th1rd mtegral becomes 
1r2 1r2 r' p(r)dr "'=' r' 2 2 
Combmmg th1s terms altogether and takmg the hm1ts r; --> 0 and r~ --> r0 we obtam 
W(E) ""W(O)--- -In -E E (4!1
4
) 
!1 !1 aE 
that g1ves 
what comc1des w1th S<l (2 4) Evidently, usmg the different method we have got the 
same result (2 23) that was denved by the mstanton techmque 
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Chapter 4 
Summary 
Now we are ablP to calculate the expulswn magnetiC field, at what the vortex leaves 
superconductmg dot Usmg the London approx1matwn and the method of 1mages, the 
potcntml \\ell ms1de the d1sk can be est1mated [BB94, BF96] 
wheJe h = H 1r R2 / if!0 and r IS the distance from tlw centre m umts of the radms R 
Tlu· lllllllllllllll <'Xloto n11til the held h = 1 However, due to quantum tunnclmg the 
vm t('x lea Ye~ the well at h1gher h > 1 We approximate th1s potentml by the mverted 
double well and u~e the formula for the decay rate calculated above to e&tlmate the 
expulsion field Tlus leads to the next dependence on the radms of the d1sk shown on 
the F1g 4 1 For companson we also present the typ1cal dependence due to thermal 
act1vatwn pwcess for some fixed temperature 
In denvmg the fonnula for the decay rate usmg the mstanton approach we have 
re:otncted omsdve& to the small values of We In the WKB result we have not made 
such an a.s~umptwn, so that the ob tamed formula turned out to be more gene1 a] 
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F1gure 4 1 Dependence of the cxpulszon field on the radzus of the IITSC dzsk ELpul;wn 
field zs characterzzed by the value of magnetzc field at what an Abrzkosov trapped by the 
surface bamer leaves the superconductmg dot As Abrzkosov vortex carrzes magnetzc 
flux, thzs process mamfests ztself as magnetzc relaxatzon of the superconductor Three 
mcchanzsms of magnetzc relaxatzon are shown for comparzson pure classzcal escape, 
IJIIII!Ifum ~''"IJ!I' uod lher7llala!lll'llfllm at ;o1111' fucd lcmperalmc 
Therefore, 1t 1s worthwh1le to look at the mstanton traJectones even for wc/2 ~ w In 
tlm, reg1me the traJectones are 5p1rals, spmnmg outwards and mwards close to the top 
of the lull A quc5tJOn an5e5 how do the traJectones near the top "feel" the lwhavwr 
of the potentwl on large dJ5tanccs and reproduce the nght dependence of the decay 
1ate on the 4th power term of the double we!)? Let us analyze th1s s1tuatwn more 
carefully Dunng almost all the penod of the mstanton, the spmtls are perpendicular 
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to the gradient direct10n whereas the velocities are small at the top, because of zero 
energy at the top Thus both the traJectones and the act10n must dependent strongly 
on high order denvatives of the potential, mcludmg the 4th power term 
Let us summanze the results 
( 1) The mstanton techmque has been successfully apphed to 2D models in magnetic 
field 
(u) AnalytiCal contmuat10n m we has been mtroduced to avmd the problem of 
Imaginary action 
(m) Comc1dence With standard WKB has been obtamed 
(1v) Decay rate of a superconductmg quantum dot with a trapped Abnkosov vortex 
has been calculated 
The mstanton method IS a non perturbat1ve method that plays a crucial role m 
quantum field theory and quantum mechamcs [Col77, CC77, Col85] The advantages 
of the mstanton techmque (IT) are (1) Stronger than standard Wentzel-Kramers-
Bnlloum (WKB) method [1165, KSTOOJ Generally, It IS hard to tell whether WKB 
result IS accurate, whereas the IT IS controlled by well defined expans10n parameters 
(n) No connect10n formulas me needed Indeed, m our calculat10ns with the stan-
dard \VKB method we were bmdmg several solut10ns together - a wave funct10n m 
a parabolic well w1th a wave funct10n under the barner In the mstanton method 
this procedure IS absent (m) In some cases It IS more accurate than \VKB [GP77] 
(Iv) Instantons, as elementary excitat10ns are topolopcal obJects configurat10ns with 
different number of mstantons arc topolog1cally distmct 
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Appendix A: Useful integrals 
The followmg defimte mtegrals can be useful for the calculatwns ansmg m th1s problem 
1oo _d_xo-2- = 2 -eo cosh x 
1eo smh2 x dx - ~ -eo cosh4 x - 3 
1oo dx 4 _ 00 cosh4 x = 3 
Appendix B: Faddeev-Popov procedure 
There exJSts another way how the zero e1genvalues can be e!Jmmated Th1s IS so 
called Faddeev-Popov procedure [FP67, GP77] very useful for systems w1th constramts 
m quantum field theory 
As our 1mtml path mtegral (2 6) 1s not properly defined because of overcountmg of 
zero e1genmodes we need to define correct measure of mtegratwn m order to d1scregard 
the contnbutwn of the eqmvalent traJectones related by symmetry group transforma-
tiOns (m the field theory th1s usually corre&poncb to gauge transformatwns) Thus 
there are two constramts on our path mtegral 
where 'PI and tp2 are zero modes assocmted w1th the cla&&lcal trajectones (2 5) Con-
sider the 1dent1ty 
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where the Faddeev-Popov determmant L:l.[FI, F2] IS the Jacob1an of transformatwn of 
mtegrat10n vanables ~. as well as the actwn along the traJectones close to the classical 
ones, IS mvanant under translatwns m time and <P 
~[g[i(r + ry, <Po + 0)], F2[i(r + 'f/, </Jo +(I)]]= ~[F1 [i(r, </Jo)J, F2[i(r, q'>0)]] 
Indeed, this can be easily proved by shlftmg vanables mSide the mtegral ( 4 1) 
Introducmg the Identity ( 4 1) to the path mtegral (2 6) 
j Die-SirJ = 
= 1: dry [rr d(i 1 Die-S[i'(r,</>o)l~[Fl>F2]o(F1 [i(r+ry,q'>0 +8)])6(F2 [i(r+ry,q'>o+B)J) = 
= 1: dq 12rr dO 1 D/e-S[i'(r,<Po)l~[FI, F2]6(FI[/(r, </>o)J)6(F2[/(r, <Po)J) 
where we have used the mvanance both of the Faddeev-Popov determmant and the 
actwn as well as the Identity Di( T + 'f/, <Po +(I) = Dr( T, <Po) Thus we have transformed 
our mtegratwns over zero modes to the mtegrat1on over the groups of translatwnal 
symmetry 
The Faddeev-Popov determmant IS found to be 
~[F P, J = det (a;;;, ~) 1
' 
2 
8F2 ffi 
dO u,, 0=0 IJ=D 
(
< iJi'(r 6o) ,;; (r q, ) > < !Ji'(r,d>o) ;; (r "' ) >) 112 
d 86o 't-"1 ' 0 ar 'Yt Y-'0 = cl -
< iJi'(r 6o) ,;; ( A ) > < Bi'(r 6o) ,;; ( A ) > J3n Ooo 't-"2 T' lJ-'Q dr 't-"2 T lf-'0 
(compare w1th (2 22)) Th1s IS another way to take mto account the contnbutwn of 
zero modes 
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Part II 
SWITCHING PHENOMENA IN 
LARGE JOSEPHSON 
JUNCTIONS 
43 
Chapter 5 
Annular Josephson Junction of 
Intermediate Length 
In this chapter we consider annular Josephson JUnctiOns of "mtermediate lengths" 
In tillS way we call JUnctwns whose s1ze 1s b1gger than Josephson penetratiOn length 
AJ (for example lOA.J hke m expenmcnts [FWK+03]), but they still exhibit small-hke 
switchmg charactenstJcs, m particular, T 213 dependence of the standard deviatiOn on 
temperature 
5.1 Introduction 
Thermal escape m .Josephoon devices asoocmted with the transitiOn from supcr-
conductmg to resistive state has been studied for a very long time Ongmally, It 
was Kramers who first estimaJed the probability of thcrm,ll escape from a mctast<tble 
state [Kra40] Small Joscphson Jtmctwns (JJ) arc among the most stuched of all sn-
perconductmg devices There two types of escape, qu,tntum dnd cl&>sical, have been 
observed The cl&>sical or thermal escape u:oually anscs at high temperatures while 
the quantum ('SCape mamfcsts Itself at low temperatures 
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The thermal or quantum escape m small Josephson JUnctiOns IS eqmvalent to escape 
of a quantum particle from a meta.-.table state In thts paper we mvesttgate the thermal 
escape of an obJect whtch has an extended dtmenswn, 1 e very dtfferent from such pomt 
hke obJects hke particles Such an extended object -let us calltt a strmg- may anse m 
a long annular Josephson JUnctiOn (AJJ) In contrast to a small Josephson Jtmctwn the 
phase d1ffe1ence <P(x) m AJJ depends on the position on the nng x The phase difference 
satisfies penorhc boundary conditiOns <jJ(O) = d>(L) where LIS the circumference of the 
AJJ Thus, the dependence 1>(x) IS associated with a strmg of length L The strmg IS 
a one-dimensiOnal object m contrast to a small JJ that IS zero-dimenswnal Snmlar 
behav10r appears for diSlocatiOns m sohds The Issue of the classical and quantum 
escape of an extended obJect such as a strmg or dislocatiOn from a metastable state 
has been the subject of long-te1m mterest[KP70, PP72], which IS still under mtens1ve 
discusswn[VSC+ol, NLR+04]. In these papers It was suggested that 1f the extended 
obJect IS very long the escape process begms with the escape of some part of the object, 
namely w1th the nucleatwn of a kmk-antikmk pair (or a f!uxon-antlfluxon pair m the 
case of the Josephson JUnctwn) Eventually, tlus nucleatiOn process gives nse to the 
escape of the whole object such as a long stnng However, 1f the Size of a kmk-ant1kmk 
pair becomes comparable with the length of the &tnng, the escape may anse VIa a 
different mPchamsm without nucleatiOn of the pair 
We study a current-btas<:'rl mmular Josephson JUnctiOn subjected to m-plane mag-
netiC field In recent years tins system has attracted much of attentwn Ex1stmg annu-
lar JUnctions me favonte extenc!Pd objects to study dynamics of Josephwn vortices sub-
Jected to an mduced penod1c potential There quantum sw1tchmg of AJJ [FWK+03J 
has been cxpenmentally observed and quantum dynamics of a smglc fluxon has been 
mvest1gatcclm detail [WLL +o3] Tlus prompts a possible apphcatwn of AJJ for quan-
tum computer ImplementatiOn 
The use of the collective coorclmatc methoclm term& of vortex/ antn·m tex positiOn& 
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IS an effective tool to descnbe very long JJ However, for moderate length JUnctiOns the 
method gives some discrepancy With expenmental data m the magnetic field depen-
dence of the switclung current and the standard deviatiOn [FWK+03] The expenments 
show mere a'<' and then saturatwn with map;nctic field while the exist mp; theory fails to 
predict the correct saturatiOn The reason IS that effective size of a vortex-antivortex 
patr depends crucmlly on the apphed bias and may even exceed the length of the JUnc-
tiOn Thus, the descnptwn m terms of vortex-antivortex positions breaks down In the 
present work we consider the SituatiOn when the escape of a strmg from a metastable 
state occurs m the form of a transitiOn of the whole object homogeneously all along the 
JUnction In this view, the vortex-anti vortex patr may develop on the later stage of the 
phase evolutiOn - after the escape occurred Such behavwr IS expected for moderate 
length annular JUnctwns at low temperatures 
In our calculatiOns we start from basic statistical field theory pnnciples \Ve con-
sider a strmg descnbmg a superconductmg phase difference across the JUnctiOn In 
classical statistical mechamcs a thermal activatiOn of a strmg u, descubed as a most 
optimal or a most probable fluctuatiOn In the framework of our approach, the satu-
ratiOn behavwr found m expenments IS naturally explamed Also, the cnt1cal current 
dependc'nce on lllclp;netw field Ib c ,,le nlat<'d It pedect ly fits thP <'X]H'IIIII<'nt ,t] dat ,, 
5.2 Formulation 
Our mam purpose IS to mvest1gate the switclnng of an annular Josephson JtmctJOn 
from superconductmg to resi,tive "tate It occm" when a pMallel magnetic field and 
a lnas voltage arc apphecl and reach some cntical Yalue We mtroduce a field <p(x) 
to denote the supeHondnctmg ph,,,e chlleiell<e ,tcwss the JUll< t1011 In this v1ew, the 
analogy with classical mechamcs becomes clear The field <p(x) dcscnbes a stung m 
the perturbed sme-Gordon potential \\"e analyze thermal fluctuatiOn of th1s stnng 
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and find the most optimal fiuctuatwn associated w1th thermal activated SW!tchmg of 
the JUnctwn from superconductmg to resiStive state We study the classical thermal 
activatiOn and therefore we have to consider only statwnary configurations of the phase 
<hffcicncc cp(x) across the JUnctwn They are the only Important ones smce the other 
type of fluctuations give a neghg1ble contnbutwn m th1s hm1t The energy of AJJ 
under parallel external magnetic field h and bias current 1 apphed may be descnbed 
w1th the use of the followmg expresswn (we use normalized umts) 
l~ [~ ] V[rp] = dx 2x + (1- coscp) + I'P + hcpcoskx 
-L/2 
(5 1) 
where k = 27f / L and L IS the Circumference of the annular JUnctwn The classical 
configuratwns associated with the extremal pomts of the energy functwnal, Eq ( 1) are 
given by the perturbed sme-Gordon equatiOn (e g [Mlvl96a, J\1}.!96b]) 
'Pxx - Sill <p - I - h COS kx = 0 
with penod1c boundary conditwns 
{
cp(-L/2) = cp(L/2) 
'Px(-£/2) = 'Px(L/2) 
(5 2) 
(5 3) 
\V1th such boundary cond1t10ns the total number of Josephson vortices trapped m the 
Jtmctwn 1s constramed to zei o Close to the cnt1cal field configuratwn we make the 
followmg dccompositwn 'Pc(x) = -7r /2 at h = 0 and mtroduce a new field \·anable 
.;(.t) = <;(.t)+IT/2 We expect that tlus decompos1t10n works well m the range l.;(1)l ;S 
7f /2, smce m this regwn the value sm.; c:e .; - e /6 differs by if'SS than 10% there1 For 
moderate lenght Jtmctwns L c:e 10.\1 tins l<'(jllll<'lll<'llt 1' ,,,tJ,fl<'d wlH'll h ;S 1 ,1., can 
10ne ~hould be careful \V}l('n domg tlu~ decompo~ItiOn Note 1 that <:.omc terms can be fli'->mi"><..,f'd 
m th1~ way when calculatmg the ::.tandard deviatiOn They can })('come Important m cabe of a ..,hort 
JUnctiOn (L ;S 6) In caoe of L oe 10 the d!sm1soed termo can be ohown to be neglegible 
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be checked at the end of the calculatiOns Also, we mtroduce a new b~as parameter 
8 = 1 - 'Y < 1 W1th the use of tlus new vanable the energy functiOnal takes the form, 
which IS eqmvalent to the previous one, up to an arbitrary constant 
V[~] = dx --"'- +- - 8~ + h~ cos kx jL/2 [e .;a ] 
-L/2 2 6 
while the equatiOn of mot10n IS 
e ~XX - - + 15 - h COS kx = 0 2 
(54) 
(55) 
with penod1c boundary conditions Implied We use the vanat10nal method where 
our vanatwnal functiOn or an apprmamate solutiOn [MM96b] IS taken m the form 
~(x) = J2A cos kx + B Substitutmg th1s funct10n mto (54) we get an express10n for 
the energy as a function of two vanables A and B 
The extremal pomts of thiS function arc determmed by 
{
2A(B + k2 ) + J2h = 0 
A 2 + B 2 - 2J = 0 
(56) 
Usmg the first equatiOn, the energy of a classical strmg configuratiOns can be reduced 
to 
L ( h2 1 3 ) Vo(B) = 2 - 2(B + 1.,2) + 3B - 2fl{; (5 7) 
with a smgle constramt 
'( ) L ( h
2 
2 ) V., B = 2 2(B + J.:2)2 + B - 215 = 0 (5 8) 
\\'hence the problem IS s1mphfied to a smgle parametncal descnpt10n At ze1o mag-
netic field h = 0 there are two solutiOns B = ±J2J One of them corresponds to a 
"table configuratiOn, while the other one to the un,table one 
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5.3 Critical <5c(h) 
Sw1tchmg to a resistive state occurs when these two configuratiOns (the stable and 
the unstable ones) become close to each other We find the cnt1cal bms parameter 
oc(h) for such sw1tchmg when these configuratiOns comc1de m the bifurcatiOn pomt of 
tlw equatiOn (5 5) Usmg Eq (57) W<' can <'asiiy find It 
VJ'(Bc) = 0 
Combmmg this equatiOn with the constramt (58), we recover the dependence oc(h) m 
the followmg Implicit form 
(5 9) 
The dependence oc(h) found from these equatiOns descnbes the expenmental data [FWK+03] 
very well To be com,Jstent with expenments we have taken the value L = 10 5AJ 
Havmg started from ongmal sme-Gordon equatiOn we are able to obtam a more 
general expres&Ion for the cnt1cal current mvolvmg Be,&e! functwns with the use of the 
more general approach developed m [MM96b], which IS a generalizatiOn what we d1d 
above Nevertheless even m this simple two parametnc approximatiOn, the agiCcment 
with the expcnmcnt IS surpnsmg (F1g 5 2) 
5.4 Barrier height 
Accordmg to the thermal activatiOn (Arrhemus) law, the the1mal activatiOn rate 
IS defined by the barner height Let us find the behavwr of the barner height U 
close to the cntical bms Oc Introduce the notatiOn ll. = (8 - Se) > 0 Let B0 and 
B1 corre&pond to the stable and unstable strmg configuratiOns \Ye use the Taylor 
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expansiOn to decompose V0 (B1) = Vo(Be + b1) and Vo(B0 ) = Vo(Be + b0 ) close to Be 
Note that by the defimtwn of the cnt1cal pomt Be the second denvat1ve at th1s pomt 
vamshes as V;'(Be) = 0, while the first denvatJve of the actwn IS equal to 
The two correctwns b1 and b0 to the cntJcal value Be are determmed by the equatwn 
V§(Be +b)= 0 
Agam, we use the Taylor senes apphed to the functiOn v;(Be +b) to get 
The two solutwns to th1s equatwn are 
bo,i "=' ± 
2L'l (Be+ k2) 
4Be + k2 
Eventually, after the substitutiOn of th1s solutwns to (5 10) we have, 
4 
U(L'l) ""-3 
w1th Be gn'cn by the equation 
(5 11) 
(5 12) 
At zero magnetic field tlus expl~oswn for the barncr he1ght comc1deo \\'Jth the smular 
cxpresswn for a omall Josephoon JUnction 
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5.5 Standard deviation 
To evaluate the standard dev1at10n of the sw1tchmg current d1stnbutwn P(I) we 
mostly follow the approach developed by Garg [Gar95] It IS related to the decay rate 
r accordmg to the equatiOn [Kur72, FD74] 
P(I) = ]exp (- [ ]d1) 
where the decay rate r IS g1ven by a Standard formula 
r c:= Wp t,.l/4 exp (-_!!_) 2rr ksT 
Because of the weak dependence on the preexponent~al prefactor, we take 1t m the 
form for a small Josephson JUnctiOn m case of a moderate d1ss1patwn reg1me Then, 
followmg [Gar95], the standard dev1at10n IS 
a c:= rrV2 [lo ( 2IcoA)] -1/3 s-2/3 
3J3 g 318516 
We have taken the decay rate m thP form 
In our case, 
and 
where E0 defines a umt of energy ( e g [KI96] p 12) 
<I>o 
Eo= -JcWAJ 2rr 
(5 13) 
m SI umts For the w1dth ~V= 0 5pm, the cnt1cal current dens1ty Jc = 220A/cm2 and 
the Josephson length ,\1 c:= 30pm we get 
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Fmally, we obtam the followmg expressiOn for rY(h, T) (normalized to the cnt1cal cur-
rent) 
rY(hT)~~~lo(T/T.) 3kBT 4Be+k !<>[ ]-1/3( )2/3( 2)1/3 
' 3v'3 6 g 0 4v'2LEo Be + k2 (5 14) 
where we have mtroduced 
neglectmg the h dependence of the non-exponential terms We have estimated T0 about 
0 7 X w- 5 [( for the expenments [FWK+o3] 
One can notice that the presence of the expressiOn (4Be + k2 )/(Be + k2 ) m the 
formula (5 14) results m saturatiOn of the standard deviatiOn (J for h1gh magnetic 
fields Indeed, (4Be + k2 )/(Be+ k2 )--> 4 when !Bel-> oo and JB,J--> oo when h--> oo 
(see (5 9)) This agrees with the expenmental data (F1g 5 3) where the saturatiOn of 
the standard deviatiOn with mcreasmg magnetic field has been oboerved Also, the 
developed model well explams small d1ps of the standard deviatiOn at small values of 
lllc1p;nctJe fidd(F1g 53) On the' other h,md the' VA dh'->OClcltiOn thcmy f,uJ:., to pwehct 
the correct behavour of the standard deviatiOn m tlus regiOn [FWK+03] To mak<' 
cornpanson with ex1stmg expenrnental data [FWK+03] we have used the followmg 
values for the cnt1cal current, !,0 ~ 340tLA and for the sweep rate, I ~ 0 245A/ s 
5.6 The deviation from T 213 law 
The phase switclnng m the annular Josephson Jtmctwn may ause both m the fmm 
of a stnng transitiOn and vm the vortex-ant1vortex pmr c!Jssocmtwn[F\VK+03] \Vhrn 
tllP value LIS smaller than some cntJcal value L,(T), the smtchmg to resistive state 
occms m the form of a stnng as descnbed m the present paper The consequence of this 
I& the dependence~ T 213 of the standard deviatiOn observed m expenments[FWK+03] 
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Indeed, thrs means that thrs AJJ of a moderate length behaves effechvely smular to a 
small SJJ and rather than a long JJ [KatOO], whrch would exhrbrt ~ T 115 dependence 
Furthermore, rt rs Important to note that the mdex of the power low dependence 
observed m the expenments [FVfK+03]rs even less than 2/3 whrch rs smaller than the 
mdex 4/5 ~ 0 80 charactenstrc for LJJ 
Such behavwr can be well explamed wrth the use of the Garg's formula (5 13) 
Indeed, by drfferentratmg the loganthm of (5 14), we find an effectrve slope of the 
loganthmrc cr(T) dependence 
a log er 
dlogT 
2 1 
3 3log(T /To) 
For the range of temperatures T ~ 1K thrs grves 
Dlogcr ~ O 64 
81ogT 
(5 15) 
(5 16) 
Thrs value agrees wrth the expenmental data [FWK+03] where a notrceable devratron 
from 2/3 power law has been observed 
5.7 Quantum case 
\Ve otart from the Euclrdean actron 
1/3 JL/2 [e e e ] SE[E]= dr dx 2 +2.+(1-coscp)+-6 -JE+hEcoskx 0 -L/2 2 2 
The clas;,rcal wlutwno (mstantons) satrsfY the equatiOn of motron 
(2 -f,TT + f.xx - 2 + 0 - h cos kx = 0 
In tlw vrcw of the same approxrmatwn we treat A and B as trme dependent vanables 
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with equatiOns of motwn 
where 
{
2A = 2A(B + k2) + /2h 
2B = A2 + B2 - 25 
Smst = Se[~(x, T)]- Se[~o(x)] = L 1fi dT ( ~ + ~ + V(a, b)) 
V( b) _A b b
3 B0 b2 a2 (Bo + k 2 +b) 
a, - o a + 6 + -2- + 2 
ao = bo = 
(5 17) 
Ac and Be are the parameters close at the cnt1cal pomt From the prevwus calculatiOns, 
Th1s I& JUst the problem of a particle tunnelmg from a two-dimensiOnal well On the 
(a,b)-plane the mstanton traJectory comes from the ongm (0, 0) and then goes close to 
the saddle pomt (2a0 , 2b0 ) We can reduce 1t to a one dm1en&1onal pwblem assummg 
the scahng a= b ao/bo = b J Bc/(Bc + k2) 
ffi (mb2 JB:- ) Smst = L fo dT 2 + V(b y (R;+k'i' b) 
The effccllve mass 
1 a5 2Bc + k2 m= + -,2 = B '-2 
'o c +" 
After that we can m,c the formula for c:ocapc rate of a particle form a metastablc state 
m the scimclassJcal WKB approximatiOn (see Likharev p 176 and \Vallraff p 118 eq 
7 2 "Fluxon Dynamics m A.JJ ", Rcf [Leg84]) 
( ) 
1/2 
W Vmax 36 Vmax r =- 8647r-- exp(----) 
21r rv..; 5 ~L.J 
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where 
and 
4v'2 Vmax = U(~) = -
3
-
accordmg to the formula (5 12) Eventually, 
5.8 Vortex-antivortex pairs: dissociation and anni-
hilation 
Wh!le m a moderate length AJJ the escape of the phase stnng may not happen m 
the form of vortex-ant1vortex dissociatiOn, nevertheless, the vortcx-antivortex pmr can 
develop later durmg subsequent dynamical evolutiOn of the stnng (after the escape) 
Thermal escape Itself happens dunng a very short time The profile of the strmg does 
not change dramatically On the other hand, the evolutiOn of the stnng after the escape 
evmt IS very dramatic and may lead to formatiOn of fluctuatmg vortex-antiVortex pmr 
Tlus effect will mamfest Itself m the expenmental current-voltage charactenstJcs as a 
volt::tge step different from that of a homogeneous phase rotatiOn 
1\loreO\'<'r, phase escape m the form of vortex-antn'm tex pmr can be observed Tlus 
may result m vm tcx-antivortex anmhilatJon or creatiOn of an oscillatmg breather de-
pcndmg on the dissipatiOn rate Let the bws magnetic field be close to zero Accordmg 
to the termmology used by [OS67] and [~11\196a] the cutical cunent cun'e (sec Fig 52) 
con csponcb to a" 0 to 1 pmr mode" charactenzmg the c!egH•e of penetratiOn of a vortex-
antivortex pmr mto the JUnctiOn \\'hile bemg at small mngnP!Ic field, the system IS 
m the stable 0-1 pmr mode \Yhen mcrea;.mg the field, the 1-2 mode become;, stable 
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whereas the 0-1 mode disappears If we decrease the field, the system w1ll persist m the 
metastable 1-2 mode configuratiOn, so that (thermal or/and quantum) decay onto the 
stable 0-1 mode can be observed m the expenments At zero bws the s1ze of soh ton IS 
of the order ~ AJ wh1ch IS less than the Circumference of the JUnctiOn ~ lO>.J Whence, 
the metru,table 1-2 configuratiOn has a form of a fully developed fluxon and ant1fluxon 
trapped by a small magnetic field m opposite sides of the JUnctwn 
5.9 Annular Josephson junction with impurity 
Real Josephson JUncJtons stud1ed expenmentally always have mhomogeneJtJes and 
ImpuntJes assocmted w1th 1mperfectwns dunng the fabncatwn process In th1s chapter 
we con&Jder a possible Impact of an 1mpunty on sw1tchmg propertie& of an annular 
Josephson JUnctwn when trapped fluxons are absent Presence of an 1mpunty changes 
the cnt1cal cunent [!11878, KI96] The energy of a phase configuratiOn 1s 
l L/2 [cp2 ] S[cp]= dx ----"'-+(1+EJ(x-x0 ))(1-coscp)+i'P+hcpcoskx -L/2 2 
where k = 2rr / L and L IS the Circumference of the annular JUnctiOn The ca&e E > 0 
corresponds to enhanced cnt1cal current density m a narrow region of the JUnctwn (the 
authors [KI96] use E: = -f) TlH' d'"'1cal «lllh[\ttratJon' JllllllllllZlllg th<' <'ll<'Igv ,u" 
g1ven by 
'Pxx- (1 +EJ(r- xo))&mcp -Ar- hcoskx = 0 
w1th peuoEhc boundary conditions 
{
cp(-L/2) = tp(L/2) 
'Px(-£/2) = 'Px(L/2) 
(5 18) 
We con&Jdcr a specml case where the 1mpunty IS placed symmetncally w1th respect to 
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the magnetic field assummg x0 = L/2 Thus, up to an add1t1ve constant 
l L/2 ["2 ] S[;c] = dx '~'x + (1- cos<p) + 'Y'P + h<pcoskx - Ecos<p(L/2) -L/2 2 
'Pxx - sm <p - 'Y - h cos kx = 0 
w1th boundary cond1t10ns 
{
'P( -L/2) = <p(L/2) 
'Px( -L/2) = 'Px(L/2) + f sm <p(L/2) 
The last cond1t10n follows from eq (5 18) 
l L/2+0 'Pxx = ESm<p(L/2) L/2-0 
Agam, we make decompositiOn close to the cntical field configuratiOn 'Pc(x) = -rr/2 
at h = 0 and mtroducc new field vanable l;(r) = <p(r) + rr/2 and new b1as parameter 
0=1-"!<1. 
l L/2 [e e ] S[l;] "'" ..2 +--51;+ hi; cos kx - f~(L/2) -L/2 2 6 
whe1e we have approximated cos ( -rr/2 + ~(L/2)) "'"~(L/2) 
With 
e -
(xx - 2 + 0 - h COS io.L = 0 
{ ~(-L/2) = ~(L/2) ~x(-L/2) "'"/;x(L/2)- f (5 19) 
The case of homogeneous AJJ (E = 0) was comJ(krPd by us before v.·e bncflv review 
the mam consldcJatJOns \Ve have w,ed the approxnnat10n ~(:r) = J2A cos !ox+ B to 
get the effectne <'IWigy as a function of A and B 
S[J2Acoskr + B] = ~ ( A 2(B + k2 ) + ~B3 - 2Bi5 + J2Ah) 
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The equatiOns of motiOn 
{
2A(B + k2 ) + V'ih = 0 
A2 + B 2 - 25 = 0 
We have got the followmg results 
U(fl) c::= 4.;2 
3 
Standard deviatiOn normalized to the cntical current 
rrJ2"[5 ]-1/3( 3kBT )2/3(4Bc+k2)1/3 
CJ(h, T)"' 3)3 6log(T/To) 4.;2LEo Be+ k2 
where 
4.;2 ( 3rr I ) 
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kBTo c::= - -- E 0 L 3 Wplco 
In general case of non-zero c we change the approxmwtwn addmg a quadratic part m 
order to satisfy the boundary conditiOns (5 19) 
rc;- -cl. ~(x) = v~Acoskx+ B + -cr;2 
47f 
The problem can be reduced to the homogeneous case with the actwn 
new vanables 
L ( 2 2 1 3 rc; ) S = 2 A (B + 1.,11 ) + :JB - 2B8eff + v2Ahef! , 
- E7f 
B=B+-
121c 
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F1gure 5 1 Swztchzng current vs magnetzc field for E = 0 and E = 1 
and effectn·e parameters 
From that follows 
llc(h) = 1- Bc(Bc + k;£1) + 4 :,'~, + ;~- {:o~:, (5 20) 2Bc(Bc + ~o;ff )3 = h;ff 
For pos1t1ve E > 0 the C11t1cal current lobe :olufts up to the lughcr values Th1s 
results m a btoadcmng of the normahzed le( h)/ Ic(O) dependence 
5.10 Conclusion 
In conclusiOn, the sw1tchmg distnbutJOn of the annular Josephson JUnctiOn to a 
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res1st1ve state has been mvest1gated We have mvoked the statJst1cal field theory for-
mulatiOn of a stnng e:,Lape problem where the superconductmg phase d1fference plays 
a role of a strmg. \Ve have used a two parametnc approx1mat10n and the vanatwnal 
method to descnbe the stnng escape from a metastable state Th1s approach IS more 
powerful than the collect1ve coordmates method m the form of vortex/ ant1vortex po-
SitiOns for mvest1gat10n of the sw1tclung current d1stnbut10ns Indeed, we have shown 
that the ex1stmg expenmental results for AJJ can be well descnbed m terms of the 
thermal act1vat10n of a stnng crossmg the potent1al barner. The agreement w1th ex-
penments has been obtamed w1thout any adJustmg parameters 
Although the length of the annular JUnctiOns cons1dered above IS larger than AJ, 
the1r sw1tchmg charactenst1cs remmd more those of a short Josephson JUnction rather 
than long JUnctiOns (at least at the range of temperatures T l) In part1cular, they 
exh1b1t T 213 behaviOur of the standard devJatJOn s1m1lar to pomt Josephson JUnCtiOns 
In order to observe the genume long JUnctiOn behaviOur one may need to move toward 
longer lengths or lughe1 temperatme:, (:,ee "phase d1agram" on F1g 9 7 m the Summary 
of the the:,1s) 
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F1gurc 5 2 Dependence of the swztchzng current on magnetzc field for an annular 
Josephson yunctzon wzth czrcumference L = 10 5 AJ The dots are experzmental 
data [FJVK+ OS} The solul lme z~ the theoretzcal calculatzon uszng our strzng escape 
model 
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stnnq escape model 
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Chapter 6 
Long Annular Josephson Junction 
In this chapter we consider truly long Josephson JUnctiOns, which are both longer than 
AJ and exh1b1t appropnate sw1tchmg charactenstic,, m particular, 7'4/ 5 dependence of 
the standard deviatiOn on temperature We find the temperature dependent crossover 
between mtermed1ate and long JUnction domams Also, m this chapter we explam 
weak dependence of the standard deYiatwns on magnetic field of very long Josephson 
JtmctiOns 
6.1 Long Annular Josephson Junction limit: simple 
considerations 
Consider ,1 wry long annular Josephson Jtmctwn, L > > 1 where L IS the c1rcum-
ference Tlw Pncrgy IS 
1~ [~2 ] V[~]= d1: 2 + (1- COSI,O) + /1,0 + /t:pcosh 
-L/2 2 
(6 1) 
with h = 27f / L Th<· <'XlH'nl<ll < onfi!-',1\l,ll!Om 'atisly 
'Pxx- sm~ -~- hcos/u = 0 (6 2) 
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and 
{
cp( -L/2) = cp(L/2) 
'fx( -L/2) = 'fx(L/2) 
(6 3) 
As the JUnction IS very long, the escape process begm at some part of the JUnctiOn 
ObviOusly, the most "brased" regiOn for posrtrve h rs close to x = 0 In thrs regron, the 
term h cos kx can be apprmamated by 1 Thus, 
'Pxx- smcp- i = 0 (6 4) 
wrth i = 1+h The swrtchmg current IS !c(h) = ic-h = 1-h For arbitrary magnetic 
fields 
!c(h) = 1- lhl 
Thrs should result m a sharp peak at the top of the swrtchmg current dependence on 
magnetic field Thrs can be seen clearly on the expenmental data obtamcd by A Pnre 
from Prof Ustmov's cxpenmental group m Erlangen (Germany), Frg 6 1 and Frg 6 2 
Thus, the magnetic field only shrfts the swrtchmg current by h ObviOusly, the 
barner herght Ubc(h)- r(h)) = U("7c- i) does not depend on h Therefore, the 
standar cl devratwn IS also mclepenclent of h 
<T(h) = wn.;t 
Tlm, explams the expcnmental data Frg 6 1 and Frg 6 2 where the obsmvcd standard 
cleYratwn rs almost mdependent on magnetic field 
6.2 Long - short junction crossover 
The energy after decomposition, 
l L/2 [e e ] V[~]= dx --"'- +-- o~ + h~coskr -L/2 2 6 (6 5) 
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wh1le the equatwn of motwn IS 
e C:xx - 2 + 0 - h COS kx = 0 (6 6) 
Close to x = 0, 
e C:xx - 2 + .0. = 0 (6 7) 
Th1s IS analogous to a class1cal equatwn of motwn w1th C: and x playmg a role 
of a coordmate and t1me correspondmgly The class1cal part1cle IS subjected to the 
potential U(c:) = -t + C:.0. There are two "statwnary" solutwns 
C:o,l(x) = ±v'ZE 
correspondmg to a particle restmg at the top or bottom of the potentwl correspond-
mgly The part1cles also may undergo penod1c osCillations close to the bottom C: ~ 
-v'2K The m1mmal penod of th1s osCJllatwns 1s g1ven by 
w = U"( -v'ZE) = (2.0.) 114 
Due to the prnod1c boundary cond1t10ns, th1s osc1llatory solutwn may appear only 1f 
27r L>-
w 
From what follows the crossover lenght 
here .0."" IS the average value when the sw1tchmg occurs Accordmg Garg, 
,0. ~ (3k8 T1ogX) 211 
"" - 4v'2 LEo 
"1th log X= 5/61og(T/T0 ) m my notat1on (ca,e of moderate dampmg) Here we have 
uoed the exp1 eo& Ion for the barn er he1ght 
U = 4y'2 .0. 3/2 L 
3 
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normalized to the umt energy Eo Thus, 
(6 8) 
From 
log X~ 11 
Eo= 8600!( 
that corresponds to the samples R35W3 (L ~ 18) and R50W3 (L ~ 26) we get 
that 1s JUSt about the length of the sample R50W3 
6.3 Another derivation 
In case of a very long AJJ the escape occurs through the unstable solutwn 
6(x) = ~ (1- 3sech2 (2x/r)) 
w1th r = 4/(26.) 114 bemg the w1dth of the solutwn (e g [BL81], Eq (2 14)) That IS 
dlffrrmt from the homogrneous solutwn 6(x) = -~m case of a small JUnctiOn 
Let us fornmlate the cntena when the solutiOn 6(L) IS vahd \\'e I<'<Jiure the w1dth of 
tlw wlutwn (s1ze of the VA pmr) to be smaller than half lenght of the Jnnctwn 
4 
(26.)1/4 < L/2 (6 9) 
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Hence, the crossover lenght IS 
8 Le~ (2~sw)l/4 
Thus, L < Le sw1tchmg propert1es of the JUnction should be analyzed usmg "harmomc" 
approx1mat10n of the type ~(.r) ~ Acos(kx)+B, 1 e the Jtmctwnls effe<'hvdy "short" 
For L > Le one should use the solutiOn of the SAN type (small-amphtude nucleus 
accordmg BuettJker [BL81]) that IS 6(:r) as the escape goes through the VA pa1r 
nucleatiOn 
~ ~ (5/,;BTlogX) 415 
sw - 48 21/4 Eo 
Earner he1ght m normahzed umts 
Eventually, 
8 ( 48 21/ 4 E0 ) 115 L ~-
e- 21/ 4 5kBTlogX 
( Eo ) 
1
1
5 
Le~ ll kBTlogX (6 10) 
For the same log X ~ 11 (we assume that log X should be about the same value as 
above) tlus g1ves Le ~ 33 From the calculatiOns above one can est1mate the w1dth of 
the crossover reg10n as a d1ffcrence of the formula (6 8) and (6 10), 
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Chapter 7 
Fluxon in an Annular Josephson 
Junction. Microshort Qubit. 
We develop a model of a quantum qub1t based of an annular Josephson JUnction (AJJ) 
With a microshort. The both cases of lytographical and pseudo-microshorts are con-
&t<kt<'d Du<' to th<' mtciO&hort., a bantcl for a quantum fluxon motwn 1' formPd 
Applymg a magnetic field parallel to the JUnctwn plane we show that such mtcroshort 
forms a double well potentwl for a fluxon As a result the fluxon 1s trapped m one of 
the potential wells 
7.1 Introduction 
The use of superconductors for quantum computatwn 1s a pronmwnt tdea that m-
sptre &ciCntt&ts over the recent years It rehes on the stgmficant advantag0s of usmg 
macroscopically cohctent state such as supercondnctmg state Indeed, m the super-
conductmg state the elementary charge shot notse IS absent, \dule the tcducPd number 
of degiCcs of freedom due to a formatiOn of superconductmg long-range order help& to 
enhance the coherence properties 
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Recently different realizatiOns of superconducting qub1ts have been proposed One 
of them IS a formation of a charge qub1t m Cooper boxe~ [NPT99, YPA +o3, PYA +03, 
CBS+04] The other one IS a flux qub1t [1\IOL +gg] A superconductmg tunnel JUnc-
tiOn c1rcmt that behaves as a two-level atom· the "quantromum" has been designed 
An arbitrary evolutiOn of Its quantum state has been programmed With a senes of 
microwave pulses, and a proJective measurement of the state has been performed by 
a pulsed readout subc1rcmt [VAC+o2] Evidence for Entangled States of Two Cou-
pled Flux Qub1ts has been clearly presented [IGI+04] Readmg out the state mduc-
tJVely and microwave spectroscopy of an mterferometer-type charge qub1t has been 
performed [BSK+04] The Idea of a vortex qub1t has been reahsed m different way, 
with the use of a Circmt cons1stmg of small Josephson JUnctiOns [GII05] In another 
work of this group [GivdP+05] a duect Josephson couplmg between superconducting 
flux qub1ts has been also reahsed There IS a recent dewlopment of quantum com-
putmg with the use of annular Josephson JunctiOn [WKL +oo, KWU02, FU03, Cla03] 
There the fluxon quantum states m a long annular JJ a1e proposed to use for quantum 
computatiOn The Idea has got a further development Quantum tunnelmg of a omgle 
vortex [WLL + 03] and read out of vortex states were succeo&fully demonstrated for the 
heart shape annular JJ [KWU02] C1mtwn of a double well m a long annular JosPph-
wn JUnctiOn has been abo d1scusspd recently [SKD4] Here \\C propo&e to Implement a 
qub1t by means of an annular Josephwn JUnctiOn (AJJ) with an mhomogene1ty called 
m1croshort \Ve show that such m1croshort together with magnetic field parallel to the 
JUnctiOn create a two states available for quantum computatiOn Both the operatiOn 
and readotlt regimes for wch qulJit can be reahzed with the use of tlw external mag-
netic field and external bias current \Ye also show that m wme lnmt web qub1t cf\11 he 
dPscnbed by a model of the pomt 1mpunty m an annular JJ, similar to thooe pwpm,ed 
by [KatOO) and by [SK04) 
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7.2 Microshort qubit: general considerations 
The two quantum states of the m1croshort qub1t (MSQ) anse as a competitiOn of 
two forces - formatiOn of a potential well due to magnetic field and a repulswn of the 
fluxon by the 1mpunty located m the centre of th1s potential well D1fferent layouts of a 
m1croshort qub1t are poss1ble ear-nng layout and wave layout F1g 7 1 We concentrate 
our attentiOn on the first one, that 1s based on an annular Josephson Jtmctwn 
(a) (b) 
F1gure 7 1 Ear-nng and wave layouts 
7.3 Annular Josephson junction with different mi-
croshort types 
Consider the model of a nucroshort \nth the energy of pha;,p configuration 
!L/2 ( 6.16.\V(x)) [ ,2 ] V[p(x)]= -L/2 dx 1+ lVo "'2x+(1-coscp)+'"Y'f-lnp;,m/,x (7 1) 
\\here l:>.W(x) = 6.!1' on the pseudo-nucroshort havmg the w1dth W0 + l:>.W and 
the length 6.[ There 1s no vanat1on 6.1V(x) = 0 clsewh<.'Je The manuL<ctme of 
such a p;,euclo-nucrohsort can be produced w1th the use of a stanclmcl hthograpluc 
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process Such realistic manufacture methods makes these m1croshorts very attractive 
for expenmental mvest1gatwns [PGK+] 
Also, let us consider a model of the conventiOnal m1croshort, where there IS a local 
enhancement of a cnt1cal current [MS78, KI96, KatDO] IS descnbed as a local pomt 
Imptmty. The energy of the superconductmg phase configuratiOn for a long Josephson 
Jtmctwn with such a conventiOnal m1croshort located at the positiOn r = 0 may be 
dPnwd w1th a similar procedure and defined by the eq 
V[.p(r)] = jL/2 dr [cp; + (1 + 6.l6.Jc) (1- coscp) +I''P- hcpsmkr] 
-L/2 2 Jc 
(7 2) 
where k = 27r / L and L IS a normalized circumference of the annular JUnctiOn, 6.1 IS 
a normalized length of the 1mpunty One may notice strong Similantws between the 
models presented by the eq 7 1 and the eq 7 2 The classical configuratiOns mimmiz-
mg both rxpres;,wns, the (7 1) and the (7 2) are given by the perturbed sme-Gordon 
equatiOn 
'Pxx - sm '( - ')' + h sm kx = 0, x ~ m1croshort 
and the pruod1c boundary conditiOns 
{ 
.p(-L/2) = cp(L/2) - 21r 
-Fx( -L/2) = 'Px(L/2) 
m case of a smgle fluxon trapped m the JUnctiOn 
(7 3) 
\\'e consider a tnal functiOn m the form of a non-perturbed sme-Gmdon soliton 
and llo<' vmi«twnal method with respect to a smgle collective coordmate :r0 (flnxon 
positiOn) Sub;,t1tutmg 
.p( r) = 4 arctan ex-xo (7 4) 
to thr rxpirssions for energies (9 22) and (9 21), we get an effectne energy as a functiOII 
of ' 0 
V( ) 2nh cos(kr0 ) 2c l"o = -!27r:ro- + --~~ 
kcosh(h/2) cosh(x0 )2 
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(7 5) 
wh1ch IS vahd for a small m1croshort strength c < < 1, w1th 
E = { /'>:,.[ /'>:,.Jc/Jc, for a conventwnal m1croshort 
2 !'>:,.! /'>:,.WfW0 , for a pseudo-m1croshort 
7.4 Switching current branches 
Let us find the cnt1cal current when the sw1tchmg of the JUnctwn to a res!Sltive 
otate occurs One of the branches of the cnt1cal current IS assocmted w1th a fluxon 
escapmg from a well mduced by the magnetic field In case of a long AJJ and small 
1mpunty strength c < < 1, 1t IS reasonable to assume that th1s cnt1cal current IS weakly 
mfluenccd by tlH' nnpunty Th<'l<'fm<', 
h rc~(h)~ h(krr) 
cos T 
The second branch IS due to the 1mpunty In th1s case we assume .r0 
decompose the actwn (up to an add1tJVe conotant) 
V(xo) "'-27rjXo- Xo 2f- +- Xo 2 ( hbr ) 2 4 
cosh( k2") 3 
(7 6) 
0 and 
(7 7) 
That IS a bms<'d double well potentml At large L we neglect the last term m brackets 
2 ( h!, 7f ) 4c 4 V(r0 ) "'-27f{To- r 0 2f- , +- ro 
cosh( 2") 3 
(7 8) 
The fluxon poo1t10ns and the cntJcal pomt are d<'fined by the equatiOns 
V'(x 0 ) = 0 and V"(x0 ) = 0 (7 9) 
Then, the ~econcl cntJcal current IS 
(7 10) 
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7.5 Quantum properties 
To mvestJgate quantum properties of AJJ w1th a m1croshort, we cons1der the Euclid-
ean actwn 
1(3 lL/2 ['P2 'P2 ] SE[<p(T,T)] = dT d:r -.!.+---"-+(l+E8(r))(l-cos<p)+'Y'P-h'Psmb: 0 -L/2 2 2 
(7.11) 
The vortex coordmate x0(T) IS treated as t1me dependent now 
rp(x, T) = 4 arctan ex-xO(r) (7 12) 
Hence, the effect1ve actwn obtamed na an mtegratwn the eq 7 11 O\ er x has the form 
SE[rp(x, T)] = lf3 dT ( m;6 + V(x0)) (713) 
Th1s IS a problem of one-dJmensJonal tunnelmg of a part1cle w1th mass 
lL/2 ( a<p ) 2 1= ( a<p ) 2 m= dx - ~ dx - =8 -L/2 OXo -oo 8xo (7 14) 
At zero current the mstanton actwn, determmmg the coupling between the two wells, 
JS g1ven by 
S _ 36 Ll. Vmax mst- SW (7 15) 
normalized by E01.8/(!MP) The frequency at the bottom of the wells w 1s dctcrmmed 
by 
(7 16) 
\\here ±xeq arc <'qmlibnum pos1t10ns of a fluxon, oat1sfymg V'(±:req) = 0 Eventually, 
"e got \'CIY olmple <'xpresoJon for the actwn aosocmtcd w1th the fluxon tunnelmg 
Sm>t = 27 (2f - h !, 7f ) 3/2 
10J2E COshen 
(7 17) 
One may see that th1s actwn decreases mth magn<'tJc fwld Th1s means that the 
barner h<'Jght aswcmted With the nucroshort decrem,eo It 1s obvwuo that for a longer 
JUnC'tJon the mfluencc of the magnetic field 1s weaker 
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F1gure 7 2 Dots are numencal calculat!On Sohd !me& are the theoretical estmmt10ns 
of the cntlcal cmrmt& 
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Chapter 8 
Perturbation Theory of Localized 
Excitations. Decay of a Breather. 
In chapter 5 has been noticed that phase escape of a weakly b1ased annular Josephson 
JUnctiOn under magnetic field may result m a creatwn of a breather- a bound state of a 
fluxou ,uul an autJf!uxou In t lu' chapt<'I W<' consHlci t h<• dymtiiiH'S of such,, b1<•at h<'r m 
the presence of &mall dJss1patwn \.Ye develop perturbatiOn theory especially designed 
to descnbe exc1tatwns localized m a confined area \Ve have earned out numencal 
simulatwns w1th di&Slpative &mc-Gordon equatiOn and have made companson w1th 
th~ McLaughhn-Scott theory S1gmficant <hstmctwn between the McLaughlm-Scott 
calculatiOn for a breather decay and our nume11cal result m<hcates that the ln&tory 
dependence of the breather evolutiOn can not be neglected even for small dampmg 
parameter 
8.1 Introduction 
The sme-Gorclon equatwn IS one of the most famous m physics It was known yet 
m 19th century, but 1ts 1mp01tance grew up \\hen 1ts localized solitary waves [RaJ82] or 
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sohtons were drscovered Frrst rt was borrowed by partrcle physrcrsts, but now appears 
m vanous areas of physrcs It desnbes chams of mechamcal pendula, d1slocatwns m 
crystals and rs extremely rmportant m theory of superconductmg Josephson JUnctwns 
In rdcal case when the Joscphson JUnctwn rs mfimtcly long and narrow, Joh<'Jlhh<m 
soh tons can be descnbed analytically by well known exact solutwns of the sme-Gordon 
equat10n However, there rs always dJssrpatwn associated wrth quasipartlcle current 
through the Josephson Jnnctwn and mhomogenertrPs a.ssocrated wrth rts wrdth and 
thrckness Moreover, real physrcal systems are always subjected to the mfluence of 
external forces All these factors may have a srgmficant rmpact on sohton behavwur 
Although, the stnctly one drmenswnal sme-Gordon equat10n rs mtegrable [ASSO, 
RaJ82], the perturbat10ns to thrs equatwn assocrated wrth the external forces and m-
homogenertles spmlrts mtegrabrhty and the equatwn can not be solved exactly Nev-
ertheless, rf therr mfluence rs small, the solutwn can be found perturbatnely The 
perturbatwn theory for sohtons was descnbed m detml by [KM77] Later, m apph-
catwn to the dynamrcs of vortrces m J osephson contacts, perturbatwn analysrs of the 
sme-Gordon equatwn was developed by 1\IcLaughhn and Scott [MS78] 
In many apphcatwns there appears a need m localized osCillatory solutwns of the 
sme-Gordon equat10n For mstance, a Josephson vortex pmned by an mhomogenerty 
or a bound state of a Yortex wrth an antrvortex known as breather Breather may 
appear as a result of colhswn of a fluxon wrth an ant1fluxon or e\en m the process 
of measurements of swrtchmg current charactenstrcs [GK06] The role of breathers rs 
ambrguous Dependmg on our expectatwns, they can be parasrtrc excrtatwns or, vrcc 
versa, a good substance for gencratron of THz waves 
There have been many thcoretrcal and nnmencal studres dcdrcated to contmnons 
sme-Gordon breathers [IC79, Ino79, KRS82, Kar82, LOS84, BFL +s3, LS86, GJKS91, 
GK93, 0881, CPS+78, DHN75, l\!T79, RamOl] In partrcular, the decay of a brmther 
mto a fluxon and antrflnxon mduced by an external current has been studred by many 
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authors [IC79, Ino79, KR882, Kar82, 10884] r-.Iorcover, 1t was shown [BF1 +83, 
1886, GJK891, GK93] that a breather can be sta!JJhzed by an ac dnve even m the 
presence of energy losses Also, the mfluence of the boundanes on breather dy-
namics [0881, CP8+78] has been mvestJgated and quant1zatwn of 1ts energy spec-
trum [DHN75, l'viT79] has been predicted 
Nevertheless, despite numerous theoretical stud1es, the dynam1cs of a bJeather un-
der dJssJpatJOn has not been fully understood }.!c1aughlm-8cott theory gets overcom-
phcated when apphed to nontnvml solutwns such as breathers, whereas 1ts Slmphfi-
catwns fml to pred1ct the correct dynam1cs We have performed numencal SJmula-
tJons of breather dynam1cs and found that there Js a s1gmficant discrepancy w1th the 
Mc1aughlm-8cott calculatwn In particular, 1t mamfests Jtself m the dependence of 
the breather energy on t1me, F1g 8 1 The thm !me JS the dependence followmg from 
the Mc1aughlm-8cott calculatJOn (formula (55) m Ref [r-.1878]) and the sohd !me rep-
resents our numencal sJmulatJOns Th1s discrepancy stJmulated us to look mto th1s 
problem once agam and develop a perturbatiOn the01y that Jo deo1gned especially for 
locahzed solutwns of the sme-Gordon equat10n \Ve have found that at the construc-
tiOn of such theory 1t Js very important to take m to account the h1story dependence of 
the breather evolutiOn Also, ''e have earned out duect numencal sJmulatwns w1th the 
dJobipatJve ome-Gordon equatiOn The numencal results appear m perfect agreement 
w1th our theory 
8.2 Perturbation theory for localized solutions 
Consider the (1 + 1 )-dmirnoional sme-Gordon rquatJOn 
'P - 'Pxx + om 'P = 0 (8 1) 
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Figure 8 1 DIS&Ipative dynamics of a sme-Gordon breather Dependence of the energy 
Hsc of a breather on tmw t calculated accordmg to the l\IcLaughlm-Scott formula 
(55) from Rcf [l\IS78]Is pre&cnted by the tlun &ohd !me Dependence of the energy 
H8 G of a breather on tmw t calculated by direct numencal simulatwns of sme-Gordon 
equatiOn with dampmg IS shown by the thick sohd !me The dampmg constant IS 
r> = 0 01 
The <'quatiOn po"Psscs solutiOns m the form of soh tons (antisohton&) 
cp(1,t) = 4arctanexp (±-1~-=l=tf"i) 
v'l- u2 (8 2) 
The p<'culmr feature of :oohtom, I& that they keep their &hapes while movmg and even 
restme their shapes afte1 collision The attractive forc<'S between a sohton and anti-
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so!Jton allow thmr bound state - a sme-Gordon breather [RaJ82, MS78] (somet1mes 
called doublet or bwn), 
( 
sm-ut ) 
<p(x, t) = 4 arctan ~ 
UCOS Vl+u' 
(8 3) 
wh1ch osc1llates penod1cally m t1me w1th frequency w = uj v'1 + u2 
The reason why the l\1cLaugh!Jn-Scott formula for breather decay (the formula (55) 
m Ref [l\IS78]) fmls to pred1ct correctly the d1ss1patJVe dynam1cs of a breather IS the 
followmg Breather IS an oscillatory solution that IS charactenzed by some" phase" that 
depends on the h1story of the evolutiOn In the1r general formulatiOn l\IcLaughlm and 
Scott treat thts dtfficulty by mtroducmg the h1story dependent term J.: u( t') dt' and 
allowmg add1t10nal t1me-dependent modulatiOn of the free parameters (such as 1mttal 
pos1t10ns of fluxons or phases of breathers) m the non perturbed solutwn [Kl\177, 
MS78] The modulatiOn of the free parameters 1s governed by addttwnal d1fferent1al 
equatwns Obvwusly, th1s leads to add1t10nal comp!Jcatwns brcause of the coupled 
d1fferenttal cquatwns for the modulated parameters Moreover, w1th such a modulatwn 
thP ongm,tl oolutwnno longer satlsfip-; the non J><'rtmbPd snH'-Gmdon P<JUatunl px,wtly 
so that add1t10nal perturbatiOn terms appear [MS78] Here we descnbe a method 
that does not mvolve the modulatiOn of free parameters, but correctly deals w1th the 
tm1e-dependent dynam1cs due to an appropnately chosen ansatz of the non-pet turbed 
sme-Gm don solutiOn 
Cons1der a solutiOn of the smc-Gordon equat10n (8 1) m the form cp( q( u) 1, g( u) 11 t, 11) 
w1th g(u) = 1/v'1 ± u2 Such a parametnzat10n IS natural for the smP-Gmdon equa-
tiOn and obvwusly compnses the specral cases of a so!Jton (8 2) and a breather (8 3) 
The »me-Gm don Harmltoman I& a functwnal of the field 'anablc :p, 
H 5G[:pj = 1: dr [ ~2 + ~; + 1- CO&<p] (8 4) 
Subotrtut1on of <p = r(g(11) 1, g(u) ut, u) g1ves the effect1vc energy as a functton of a 
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smgle parameter u, 
The second argument of <p(g(u) x, g(u) ut, u) wh1ch we call here a phase T(t) -
g('u) ut can be wuttm m rl1ffcrent ways, such as T(t) = g(u) J; u dt' or T(t) -
J; g( u) u dt' ObviOusly, m the case of u mdependent of t1me these cases are eqmvalent 
and the chmce does not make any difference However, th1s defimtwn of the phase 
1s very important when takmg mto account the mfiuence of perturbatwns, as will be 
shown below 
In the presence of perturbatwns we assume that the dommant effect JS to modulate 
the parameter u = u(t) In other words, w1th appropnate chmce of u(t) we may sat1sfy 
the perturbed sme-Gordon equatiOn 
'P - 'Pxx +Sill 'P = Ej 
by the functwn 'P = <p(g(u(t)) x, T(t), u(t)) Here, we take the perturbatiOn tf m a 
general form 
In contrast to the case of constant u, the chmce of the non-perturbat1ve solutwn JS not 
umque anymore Indeed, dependmg on the chmce of the phase T(t), we come out w1th 
different functiOns of t We w1ll show, that w1th the appropnate chmce of the phase 
T(t) we may correctly descnbe the time evolutiOn of localized sme-Gordon solutiOns m 
presence of perturbatwns \Ve descnbe the dynamics by a smgle modulated parameter 
11 = 11(t) w1thout mtroducmg addJtiOnalmodulatwn of the free parameters This g1ves 
considerable s1mplificatwn and 1mprovement because the other free parameters such as 
Imt~allocatwn of solitons or Imt1al phases of breathers remam fixed and do not result 
m auxiliary differential equatiOns like those mtroduced m the Ref [MS78[ 
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Cons1der the ansatz 
<p(g(u(t)) x, T(t), u(t)) w1th T(t) = l g(u(t')) u(t') dt' (8 5) 
where functwn 'PIS an exact solutwn of non-perturbatJve sme-Gordon equatwn (8 1) 
In further cons1deratwn we om1t h1ghhghtmg the expliCit dependence of the functwns 
u = u(t) and T = T(t) for typograplucal convemence Obvwusly, the drawback of the 
time modulatiOn of u affects the t1me denvat1ve of <p, 
\Vhere <p1, <p2 and <p3 are denvatives of 'P w1th respect to first, second and third 
argument correspondmgly As we cons1der locahzed solutwns confined m some area 
1~ I < C, the term <p1 g' ( u) u ~ IS of the order 0( f) The th1rd term also can be neglected 
as 1t does not contam exphc1t lmear terms m x and t Therefore, denotmg 'PT = <p2 , 
(8 6) 
that remmns vahd even m the hnut of large times, t -> oo Obvwusly, another chmce 
of T(t) would spml this equation with terms exphc1tly dependent on t1me t, e g for 
T(t) = q(u(t)) J~ u(t') dt' \\e would have 
<p(g(u) 1·, T, u) = h 9u ux + 'P2 qu + 'P2 9u u it u(t') dt' + 'P3 u 
that contam a non-zew te1m J~ u(t') dt' ptoportwnal to t Thus, m th1s case the 
dynam1cs would not be conectly deE>cnbed on large t1me scales, t -> oo fllclaughhn 
and Scott overcome tlu~ ptoblem mtroducmg adchtwnal modulatwn of free parameters 
Subst1tutmg (8 G) to (8 4) \w ohtam the effective energy as a functiOn of u(t), 
H5 G[<p(g(u(t)) x T(t), u(t))] c:o H;1~(u(t)) (8 7) 
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that IS vahd for any values oft It IS Important to note that this expressiOn comc1des 
exactly with the effective energy of non-perturbed solutiOn (8 4) and depends on time 
mderectly only via u( t) 
In the presence of external forces, we may wnte the full Ham1ltoman, 
and t11kc m to arcount the dJsSIJlcltive Jl<'I tm batwns affcrtmg the cnci gy chss1 patwn 
rate [~1878] 
- =- rtcp2dr dH 1DO 
dt -DO 
The Ham1ltoman HP serves to dcscnbe non-dissipative perturbatwns lllduced by ex-
ternal potential forces This could be m1croshorts, microresJstors or applied dnvlllg 
current 
HP= 1: ( ~ Jl, o(x- x,)(l- cosrp) + 'Y'P) dx 
Thus, 
d~;a = -1: ( ~ p, o(.r - .r,) 'P sm 'P + 'Y'P + nrp2) d.r 
SubstJtutlllg (8 7), we obtalll the equation for parameter 11, 
u dH:H = -1DO (2::: I'• 8( r - r,) 'P Sill 'P + 'Y'P + rvrp2) dr 
du -DO 
t 
(8 8) 
where 'P = :p(g(u)x T) and:;::~ 'Pr9(u)u ohould be substituted Tins equation IS 
coupled to the equatiOn for T, 
T=g(IL)IL (8 9) 
In some rases It can be convement to rewnte t Ius system of different ~a! equatiOns for 
mdepcndent vanable T, 
{ 
1~ =- c::f} g(u) U) -I f':'x (L, !'t 8(1·- :r,) 'P Sill f + '/'f + nrp2 ) rf.r 
,~~ = (g(u) u)-1 
The dynamics IS descnbed by IL(T(t)), where T(t) IS a lllVCisc functiOn of t(T) 
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(8 10) 
8.3 Pinning by a microresistor 
Let us cons1der a smgle solutwn 
cp(g(u))x,T) =4arctanexp(g(u)x-T), g(u) = 1/Vl-u2 
subjected to the attractive potential of a m1crores1stor 
Ej = -J.Lb(x) smrp, Jl < 0 
The energy of a sohton 1s equal to 
SG 8 
Heff(u) ~ ""'=~ 
v'l-u2 
From (8 8) and (8 9) we obtam the next system of coupled d1fferentml equatwns, 
{
;: ~J.L~l- u2)sech2(T(t)) tanh(T(t)) 
VI=U' 
(8 11) 
We have found that after some s1mphficatwns, the 1\IcLaughhn-Scott s formula ( 4 3) 
from Ref [1\1878] can be reduced to the exactly the same system of dlfferentwl equa-
tiOns Although, both approaches lead to exactly the same reoult, McLaughlm-Scott's 
forrnulat10n 1s, obvwusly, more cumbersome 
8.4 Decay of a breather 
Cons1der a bJCather solutiOn 
( smT) <p(g(u)x,T,u) =4arctan ( ()) u cosh g u r 
w1th q(u) = 1/v'l + u2 As a pc1tmbat10n we cons1der the d1os1patJVe term 
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The effectn·e energy IS 
HSG (u(t)) ~ 16 
eff - J1 + u(t)2 
From (8 10) we obtam the next system of coupled d1fferentml equations 
dt - vT+U" dT- -u-
(8 12) 
where u = u(T( t)) This IS a new result that may not be ob tamed from the 1\IcLaughlm-
Scott theory by straightforward mampulatwn The system can be solved numencally 
The rho'IJMtive dynctmic' of ,1 hr<'ather IS wdl Icflectr'rl by tune dep!'ndcnce of Its 
energy, F1g 8 2 The results are m perfect agreement with our numencal Simulatwns 
usmg the complete sme-Gordon equatiOn with dJssipatJve term 
8.5 Conclusion 
In oummary, we have found that our perturbatiOn theory descnbes well the dy-
namwo of localized excJtatwns subJected to miluence of external forces such as Yanous 
mhomogcncities and dampmg assocmted w1th quasipartJcle current In particular, we 
have des< nbed a fluxon trapped m a potentwl well which could be related to a Imcrore-
sJstor m the Josephson Jtmctwn Here the equatiOns den veri with the use of our method 
comc1des Identically w1th equatiOns denved by McLaughlm-Scott [MS78] However the 
denYatiOn of the"'' equations obtamed by our method Is sigmficantly >.nnplei Second 
we haw d<':.,cnbed the decay of the breather under diSSipatiOn In tins cas<', the equa-
tiOns are d!lfe1ent from the McL,uighlm-Scott'b [MS78] Accordmg to our calculatiOn 
the brcat hc1 IS decaymg s1gmficant ly faster In order to rcso]Ye t h1s diffciCnce "e ha Ye 
perfornl('d numencal smmlatwns with diSSipative sme-Gordon equatiOn The results 
of these numencal :,Imulatwns arc m close agreement with our theoretical results The 
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Figure 8 2 DISSipative dynamics of a sme-Gordon breather Dependence of the energy 
H 5G of a biCather on time t calculated usmg perturbatiOn theory for locahzed smc-
Gordon solutiOns (thm !me) Dependence of the energy H5 G of a breather on time I 
calculated by direct numencal simulatiOns of sme-Gordon equatiOn with dampmg IS 
shown by the thick sohd hnc The dampmg constant IS a = 0 01 
compauson of our perturbatiOn theory with the 1\lcLaughlm-Scott's calculatiOn [1\1878] 
md1cates that the history dependence of the breather e\ olut10n has a strong mfluence 
on Its dynamics even at low dampmg 
To conclude, we have developed the perturbatiOn theory wluch pcifcctly descnbc& 
the locahzcd m :opace solutiOns of sme-Gordon eqn,ttiOn The theory may allow gener-
ahzatiOn to higher dm1ens10ns This can be of use to study localized pulsatmg solutiOns 
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of sme-Gordon m two spatml dimensions [PZ98] 
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Chapter 9 
Two-dimesional Josephson 
Junctions 
In the prevwus chapters we have d1scussed a thermal escape of a superconductmg phase 
d1fference m a long annular Josephwn JUnctwn It has been &tated that the escape 
process 1s analogous to the escape of a class!cal stnng from a potentml well Here we 
cons1der the case of a two d1menswnal geometry where a &1m1lar role 1s played by a 
membrane Startmg w1th a two d1mens1onal formulatwn and appropnate boundary 
conchtwns we reduce the descnptwn to an effect1ve smgle vanable cquatwn 
9.1 2D Josephson junctions 
Statwnary 2D &mc-Gordon equatwn m normahzed Cm tewm coordmatco has the 
form 
(9 1) 
The boundary cond1t10n& follow from the contmmty of the t,mgeutml component of 
magnet1c field H11 parallel to the JUnctwn's boundary and t!lC' relatwn [BP82] (pp 79, 
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112) 
(9 2) 
(l\IKS umts) where d IS a magnetic thickness of the JUnctiOn (d ~ 2-XL), ez IS a normal 
to the plane of the JUnctiOn, H IS a superpositiOn of external magnetic field Hext 
and magnetic field generated by currents We can normalize this expressiOn to the 
Josephson penetratiOn depth, that m MKS system IS given by 
<I>o (9 3) 
Assume the magnetic field IS laymg m the plane of the Josephson JUnction (XY plane) 
and the normal vector n IS defined on the JUnctiOn boundary pomtmg outside Thus 
the boundary conditiOns expressed m normalized coordmates are 
n \i'<p = r;, n (H X ez), 1 K,=--
AJ ]c 
(9 4) With 
where the nght hand side can be wntten explicitly, 
(9 5) 
1\lagnetic field mduced by the bias current at the pomt r m normalized coordmate 
H(r) = AJ J J(r') x (r- r') dV 
47r lr- r'l3 (9 6) 
As we assume homC'geneuty of the current, J(r') = -Je., we may take It out from the 
mtegral Usmg r = p + zez we mtegrate over z (m the hm1t of an mfimte film width), 
(9 7) 
Or explicitly 
H( ) - JAJJJ (y'-y)d1'dy' X y ---
x ' - 21r (1'- x)2 + (y' -y)2 (9 8) 
and 
H(xy)-JAJJJ (x'-x)dx'dy' 
" ' - 21r (:t'-x)2+(y'-y)2 (9 9) 
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9.2 Square geometries 
----> ,;:. ___ _____:, 
1 
In ca:,e of square geometry, the value of magnetic field on the corner 
and on the border close to the corner 
I IIcn J AJ L ken H c!o&e to the corner = /2 = 2.J21r 
where ken IS a geomctncal factor for the corner of the square, 
ken~ 1 60 
\Vhen calculatmg the geometncal factor usmg the formulas above we have neglected 
the magnetic propel ties of the matcnal and have assumed JL= 1 
Let ut. consider a lmge Jnnct!On of square geometry, L » 1 Introduce the coordi-
nates (I;, 17) with a ccnter at the left bottom corner 
'P(( + <p~"- smrp = 0 
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The boundary conditiOns become 
O<pl 'Y L ken 
aE (o,o) = 21r 
'PF. - 'Pry I I L ken 
v'2 (<.f.) = 2v'21f 
where we have mtroduced 1 = J / Jc From the last conditiOn, 
Assummg 'Pf.lry=f. "' 'PF.Iry=D as the vortex penetrates m E d1rectwn, 
On the other hand, from the symmetry we also may conclude that 
Hence, w1th the use of the boundary conditiOns on the corner 
That 1s vahd close to the coJneJ of the square On the other hand, the equality 
<p,1,1 "' 'P« IS also sat1sfied m the center of the square due to the symmetry E\·entually 
we get an approximate one d1menswnal equatwn 
The solutwn to tlus equatwn 1' a sme-Gordon sohton stretched along the E; ax1s, 
The maxunal slope gumanteed by tlus oolutwn IS 
:p'(Eo) = J2 
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From what the cnt1cal current follows 
2v'2w 56 
"'e = L ken "' L 
The cnt1cal current m phys1cal umts, 
that m case of a large square depends hnearly on the s1ze of the JtmctJOn compared to 
the case of a small JUnctiOn 
In conclusiOn, the sw1tchmg to res1st1ve state of large square Josephson JUnctiOns 
occurs due to Josephson fiuxons penetratmg from the corners of the geometry They 
can be approximately descnbed as stretched &me-Gordon sohtons 
9.3 Derivation of the microshort models 
In order to denve an effect1vc 10 model fwm the d1scusscd above 20 model we 
have to start w1th the conventiOnal 2D Sme Gordon equatiOn wntten m normahzed 
polar coordmates 
(9 10) 
Let us assume, that the b~as current I IS fiowmg umformly, pm allel to the JUilctwn 
ax1s The magndtc field generated by a thm cylmder IS equal to I /2rrl AJ (1- a d1stance 
from the symmetry ax1s) out&rde and 0 mstdc Tlms, the boundary cond1ttons can he 
wntten as 
(9 11) 
(9 12) 
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Ye 
02 
• 
• 
• 
l--~--~======~==~ L, ;t1 
20 40 60 80 100 
F1gure 9 2 Dependence of the normahzed cnt1cal current 'Ye on the lmear s1ze of the 
square JUnctiOn under constant matenal parameters AJ and Jc The dots correspond to 
numencal calculatwn w1th a 20 geometry The sohd !me IS the theoret1cal dependence 
for large squares ( L » 1) The last 4 pomts are calculated for the lenghts 1=37 5, 
50, 75 and 100, that corrseponds to the expenmental samples 15x15 pm2 , 20x20 Jtm2 , 
30x30 pm 2 , 40x40 pm 2 and AJ = 0 411m 
For f..R < 1 (1 e the w1dth 1s less than AJ) we assume that o<pjor 1s hncar functwn 
of 1· 
Subst1tutmg mto the eq (9 10) and usmg f..R « R, Re 
1 
R2 cfoo - sm cp - 'Y + h smiJ = 0 
With n"" R, ""Re. and \\8 have mtroduced the notatiOns 
I 
I' c 
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(D 13) 
(9 14) 
(D 15) 
(9 16) 
Contou- u 
~ -1329 
-
1 3691 
2 
-
1 4093 
15 
.... 14494 
"" 
-14896 
"" 
-1 5297 
05 
"" 
-1 5699 
1- 161 
0 
1- 16502 
.05 0 05 15 25 
l- -1 6903 
F1gure 9 3 Numcncal calculatwn for a 2D square geometry w1th a &!de 1=2 
CootOI.J' u 
01634 
16 1- 04824 
1< r - l ~ --- 0 8014 
-- ------- ' 12 / 
'' \'I' 1- 11204 
10 I 
1- 1 4394 
~ -17584 
1- 20774 
I -- -- f- 23964 
0 L 
~ 2 7154 
2 
' 3 0344 0 4 6 10 12 1< 16 18 
F1gurc 9 4 Numencal caknlatwn for a 2D square geometry w1th a &!de 1=15 
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ContO!X u 
0 1768 
' I ' I 0 5305 
' 
I \ 
4 I \ 
\ I 0 8842 
\ \ 
' 3 ' I 
" 
-12379 , __ 
\ 
------2 ' 
\ 
'• 
' 
' 
' '-
' ' ' ~-- 1 9453 
' " -, 
' ' 
--
' 
-
-
'-. ' ' 
2 299 
•, 
' 
2 6527 
3 0063 
-1 0 3 4 5 6 336 
F1gure 9 5 Numencal calculatwn for a 2D square geometry w1th a s1de 1=50 
ThP nmmahzPd m,;gnPtlr liPid IS ckfined as 
KHext 
h=--
R 
Fwm tins <'X]>U'So!Oll we "'<' that t hP field h IS normahzPd to fwlclumt 
(9 17) 
(9 18) 
\V1th the sub~t1tutwn (I= 2rrr/ L = kr we recover the wnventwnalmodcl fm AJJ as 
'Pxx - &Ill 'P - 1 + h Slil kx = 0 (9 19) 
Tlm, Pqnatwn can be obtamed dn ectly from the foliO\\ mg energy functJon<~l 
V[tp(x)] = JL/2 ['P; + 1- cos <p + I'P- h<p &m kx] r dx 
-L/2 2 
(9 20) 
If tlwrc IS a vanatwn m a local w1dth ll.W or m the tlmkne;,s ll.d of the AJJ m a 
companson w1th the w1dth W0 or the th1ckn<'oo ll.d of the AJJ the smulm procedure 
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-4_L_ ____ L_ __ ~L_ ____ L_ ____ L_ __ ~L_--~ 
0 2 3 4 5 6 
Frgurc 9 G Superconductmg phase drfference rp(~) across the corner of the square wrth 
1=50 ExtPrnal current 1s close to the cntrcal The lowest curve (blue) - numcncal 
calculat10n, the top curve (black) - theory 
can be apphed In the case when such vanatwns are small \VC may use the perturbation 
theory The perturbatron expans10n may result to the model 
j L/2 ( /',./ /',.JV(x)) [rp2 ] V[rp(x)]= -L/
2
dx 1+ Wo 2x+(1-cosrp)+!rp-h-.csmkx (9 21) 
wh<'l<' /',.\V(r) =/',.Won the psendo-m1croshort havmg the w1dth \V0 +/',.Wand the 
length /',./ The re 1s no vanatwn /',.lV(x) = 0 cbewhere The manufactme of such a 
pseudo-rmcrohsort can be produced w1th tlw use of a standard hthograpluc process 
Such 1 eahst1c manufacture methods makes thr»e 111ICI o-shm to very attr act1ve for all 
possrble expenmental mvest1gatwns 
In prevrous studies It was mentwned the models of the conventiOnal mrcroshm t, 
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where there IS a local enhancement of a cntJcal current [l\IS78, KI96, KatOO] may 
be descnbed as a local pomt 1mptmty The energy of the superconductmg phase 
configuratiOn for a long Josephson JUnctiOn w1th such a convcntwnal m1crohsort located 
at the posJtJOn x = 0 may be <kuwd w1th a snmlar proct'dm e ,tnd dt'fint'd by the eq 
j L/2 ['P2 ( f'll fl) ) ] V[tp(x)]= dx ---'£+ 1+ c (1-costp)+!tp-htpsmkx 
-L/2 2 Jc 
(9 22) 
where k = 2rr / L and L IS a normalized Circumference of the annular JUnctwn, I'll IS 
a normalized length of the 1mpunty One may not1ce strong sJmJlantJes between the 
models presented by the eq 9 21 and the eq 9 22 \V1thm the quas1 one-dimensional 
approx1matwns, the both equatwns eq 9 21 and the eq 9 22 result m two identical 
models descnbed m the chapter 7 
With 
V ) 2 2rrhcos(kx0 ) __ 2~E~ (lo = -1 7r.Lo- + 
kcosh(br/2) cosh(x0 ) 2 
E = {I'll f'lJc/ ]c, for a conventiOnal m1croshort 
2 I'll f'l!V/H'0 , for a pscudo-m1croshort 
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(9 23) 
Summary and Conclusions 
In the first part I have stud1ed the process of quantum tunnehng of an Abnkosov 
vortex responsible for sw1tchmg of a superconductmg dot to a non-magnetic state 
S1m1lar process may anse m Josephson contact when tunnehng of a smgle Josephson 
vortex trapped m an annular Josephson junctwns leads to sw1tchmg to res1st1ve state 
Th1s s1tnatwn may appear when the read out of the proposed m1croshort qub1t 1s 
reahzed Bms of the annular Josephson junctwn by an external current decreases the 
potentwl barner that confines the fluxon and forces 1ts eocape vm quantum tunnehng 
I have surnrnanzed the sw1tclung phenomena of an AJJ on a smgle "phase di-
agram" F1g 9 7 One may mmwdmtely see 1ts perfect symmetry Tlus symmetry 
has a fundamental nature concerned w1th the analogy beb\een quantum mechamcs of 
n-dzmenszonal systems and classzcal statzstzcal mechamcs zn (n+l}-dzmenswns The 
explanatwn of th1s umque resemblance between n-chmenswnal quantum and (n+l)-
dlmenswnal classical worlds 1& otlll a mystery Accordmg to A l\1 Polyakov the reasons 
may be concerned w1th the fundamental propert!Cs of the space-tmlC contmuum [Pol87] 
Let us cons1der a set of annulm Josephson junctlonb w1th varymg lengths Suppose 
we have small annular Josephson th,tt effect1vdy behave hke a 0-duncnswnal object 
and long annular junctwns that me analogues of l-dm1cn510nal objects Accordmg the 
statement above, there should be cm respondence bet\\een quantum short annular junc-
twns and cla5szcallong annulm jnnctwns :\lathcmatlcally, the 1m,tanton trajectones of 
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quantum short AJJ correspond to stationary traJectones of the vortex-antJvortex type 
of the class!callong annular Jtmctwns Because the mam contnbutwn to the 1magmary 
actiOn IS by the penodJc-m-time traJectones (see part I of the thesis), the quantum 
0-dimenswnal Josephson JUnctiOn can be seen as an" annulus m time". As for quantum 
long annular JUnctiOns, they are represented by toruses m space-time contmuum 
C!u~Jr,trm Quantum 
S111Ji1 Long 
5/4 1 
' 
' 
------------------------ ~-----------------------
' 
3/2 5/4 
L 
Figure 9 7 "Phase dwgram" of an annular Josephson JUnctzon Indzces are the crztzcal 
exponents of the Euclulcan (mstanton) actzon close to the swztchzng poznt "Thermal" 
stands for thermal escape accordmq the classzcal statzstzcal field theory, "Quantum" -
for the phase escape vza quantum tunnelzng 
Let us summanze the IC'oulto obtamed m tlus otucly 
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1. DemagnetizatiOn rate of a superconductmg quantum dot IS found to be given by 
the formula (2 23). 
2 The quantum tunnelmg rate has been calculated by means of the mstanton 
techmque and standard WKB. Both method give the Identical result 
3 A model of sw1tchmg of an annular Josephson JUnction has been proposed The 
recent expenmental data has been explamed (F1g 5 2,Fig 5 3) 
4 A formula for the crossover length between short and long annular J osephson 
JUnctiOns has been found (Eq (6 8), (6 10)) 
5. The model of a m1croshort qub1t has been proposed 
6 PerturbatiOn theory descnbmg localized exc1tatwns has been developed 
7 Sw1tchmg of two-dimensiOnal Josephson JUnctwns has been analyzed In par-
ticular, sw1tchmg current of a large Josephson JUnctiOn of square geometry has been 
calculated 
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